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Abstract
For over 60 years silicon (Si) has dominated the semiconductor microelectronics industry mainly due to its abundance and good electrical and
material properties. The advanced processing technology of Si has made it
the workhorse for photovoltaics industry as well. However, this material has
also a big drawback: it is an indirect-bandgap semiconductor in its bulk form,
hence an inefficient light emitter. This has hindered the silicon photonics revolution envisioned in 1980s, where photons were thought to replace electrons
inside computer chips.
In parallel with the exponential scaling of Si transistor’s size over the
years, the discovery of quantum phenomena at the nanoscale raised new hopes
for this semiconductor. In the 1990s bright luminescence from nanostructured
porous Si was demonstrated claiming the quantum confinement effect as origin
of the emission. Since then, an intense research activity has been focused on Si
quantum dots (Si-QDs) due to their potential use as abundant and non-toxic
light emitters. More precisely, they could be used as fluorescent biolabels
in biomedicine, as light-emitting phosphors in e.g. TV screens or as downconverters in luminescent solar concentrators. Nevertheless, in order to realize
such applications, it is necessary not only to improve the fabrication of SiQDs but also to gain a better understanding of their photo-physics. Among
different types of optical measurements, those performed at the single-dot
level are free of sample inhomogeneities, hence more accurate for a correct
physical description.
This doctoral thesis presents a study of the optical properties of single SiQDs of different type: encapsulated in an oxide matrix, capped with ligands
or covered by a thin passivation layer. The homogeneous photoluminescence
(PL) linewidth is found to strongly depend on the type of embedding matrix,
being narrower for less rigid ones. A record resolution-limited linewidth of
∼200 µeV is measured at low temperatures whereas room-temperature values can even compete with direct-bandgap QDs like CdSe. Such narrow PL
lines exhibit intensity saturation at high excitation fluxes without any indication of emission from multiexciton states, suggesting the presence of fast
non-radiative Auger recombination. Characteristic Auger-related lifetimes extracted from power-dependent decays show a variation from dot-to-dot and
confirm the low biexciton quantum efficiency.
For the first time, the absorption curve of single Si-QDs is probed by
means of photoluminescence excitation in the range 2.0-3.5 eV. A step-like
structure is found which depends on the nanocrystal shape considered and
agrees well with simulations of the exciton level structure. Rod-like Si-QDs
can exhibit ∼50 times higher absorption than spherical-like ones due to local
field effects and enhanced optical transitions. In contrast with previous studies, evidence of a direct-bandgap red-shift for small Si-QDs is missing at the
single dot level, in agreement with atomistic calculations.
Low-temperature PL decay measurements reveal no triplet-like emission
lines, but two ∼µs decay constants appearing at low temperatures. They suggest presence of a temperature-dependent fast blinking process based on trapping/detrapping of carriers in the oxide matrix, leading to delayed emission.
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The proposed model allows to extract characteristic trapping/de-trapping
rates for Si-QDs featuring mono-exponential blinking statistics. From PL
saturation curves, ligand-passivated Si-QDs do not exhibit such detrimental
phenomenon, in agreement with the proposed model.
Last, Si-QDs demonstrate to be very hard against ∼10 keV X-ray radiation, in contrast with CdSe-QDs whose PL quenching is correlated with
a change in the blinking parameters. This property could be exploited for
example in space applications, where radiation-hard materials are required.
To conclude, the results achieved in this thesis will help to understand and
engineer the properties of Si-QDs whose application potential has increased
after several years of research both at the ensemble and at the single-dot level.

Keywords: silicon, quantum dots, photoluminescence, emission, absorption
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Sammanfattning
I över 60 år har kisel (Si) dominerat den halvledar-baserade mikroelektroniska industrin delvis på grund av dess goda tillgången i form av högkvalitativa kisel-skivor men mest på grund av dess goda elektriska- och material-relaterade egenskaper. Den avancerade process-teknologin som utvecklats
för kisel har onekligen gjort det till det dominerande materialet även i den
fotovoltaiska industrin. Däremot har materialet en uppenbar nackdel i och
med det är en halvledare med indirekt-bandgap vilket innebär att dess ljusemitterande egenskaper är starkt begränsade. Detta har satt hinder i vägen
för drömmen om en kisel-fotonik-baserad optisk teknologi, som man redan
på 1980-talet föreställde sig snart skulle vara ett faktum, en revolution där
fotoner skulle ta elektronernas plats inuti kretsar och dator-chip.
Samtidigt som ned-skalningen och miniatyriseringen av kisel-transistorer
pågått har upptäckten av nya kvantfenomen i nano-skala gett nya förhoppningar för denna halvledare. På 1990-talet upptäcktes stark luminescens från
nano-strukturerat poröst kisel som indikerade att inneslutningen av laddningar, s.k. excitoner, gav kvantmekaniska effekter som gav upphov till den starka
ljus-emissionen. Sedan dess har en intensiv forskningsaktivitet varit inriktad
på kisel-kvantprickar (Si-QD) på grund av deras potentiella användning som
rikligt förekommande, miljövänliga och giftfria ljusemitterare. Mer specifikt
kan de komma att användas som fluorescerande markörer på biomolekyler
inom biomedicin, som ljusemitterande fosfor i t.ex. TV-skärmar eller som en
sorts energi-konverterande partiklar i luminiscens-baserade sol-koncentratorer. För att förverkliga sådana tillämpningar är det emellertid nädvändigt att
inte bara förbättra tillverkningen av kisel-kvantprickar men också att få en
bättre förståelse för ljusemissions-processens foto-fysik. Bland olika typer av
optiska mätningar är de som utförs på enskilda kisel-kvantprickar att föredra
då inhomogeniteter p.g.a. storleksvaration kan undvikas helt vilket följaktligen ger mer exakta data för en korrekt beskrivning av dess fysik.
Denna doktorsavhandling presenterar en studie av de optiska egenskaperna hos enskilda kisel-kvantprickar av flera olika slag: kisel-kvantprickar
inkapslade i en oxidmatris, täckta med s.k. ligander eller täckta av ett tunt
passiverings-skikt. Resultaten visar att den spektrala fotoluminescensens (PL)
linjebredd är kraftigt beroende av typen av inbäddning eller passivering av
ytan där mjukare matriser ger smalare linjebredd. De smalaste fotoluminiscens-linjerna uppvisar en linjebredd av ∼200 µeV vid låga temperaturer vilken är begränsad av utrustningens upplösning, medan linjebredder vid rumstemperatur även tål att jämföras med kvantprickar av direkt-bandgap-halvledare som t.ex. CdSe. Sådana kisel-kvantprickar uppvisar också en mättnad i
PL-intensiteten vid höga excitations-grader utan att någon indikation av multiexciton-tillstånd kunnat påvisas. Detta tyder på förekomsten av snabb, ickeradiativ Auger-rekombination. Karakteristiska Auger-relaterade livstider, extraherade från avklingningen vid olika excitationsgrader, uppvisar variation
från kvantprick-till-kvantprick och bekräftar den låga kvant-effektiviteten för
biexcitoner.
För första gången, har vi lyckats mäta absorptionskurvan för enskilda
kisel-kvantprickar med hjälp av fotoluminescens excitations-spektroskopi i in-
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tervallet 2.0-3.5 eV. En steg-liknande absorptionskurva kunde påvisas som
också beror på nanokristallernas geometri vilket överensstämmer väl med simuleringar av exciton-tillstånds-strukturen. Stavformade kisel-nanokristaller
visade sig ha upp till ∼50 gånger högre absorption jämfört med sfäriska nanokristaller på grund av lokala fälteffekter och starkare optiska övergångar. I
motsats till tidigare studier saknas bevis på ett röd-skiftande direkt bandgap
för små kisel-kvantprickar, i god överensstämmelse med atomistiska teoretiska
beräkningar.
Avklingnings-kurvor vid låga temperaturer uppvisar inga triplet-liknande
fotoluminiscens-linjer, dock uppvisade de två olika livstider på mikrosekundsnivå vid låga temperaturer. Detta skulle indikera närvaro av en temperaturberoende snabb blinknings-process baserad på infångning/frigörelse från fällor
för laddningsbärare i oxidmatrisen. Detta leder också till fördröjd PL-emission. Den föreslagna modellen tillåter extrahering av karakteristiska infångnings/frigörings- hastigheter för kisel-kvantprickar med mono-exponentiell
statistik av blinknings-frekvensen. Ligand-passiverade kisel-kvantprickar å andra sidan, saknar blinkningseffekter och mätta PL-mättnads-kurvor uppvisar
starkare fotoluminiscens i överensstämmelse med den föreslagna modellen.
Slutligen uppvisar kisel-kvantprickar stor motståndskraft mot ∼10 keV
röntgen-strålning, i stark kontrast till CdSe-kvantprickar vars PL släcks ut
vilket är korrelerat med en förändring av blinknings-parametrarna. Denna
motståndskraft mot strålning kan utnyttjas till exempel i rymd-applikationer
där strålnings-resistenta material krävs.
Avslutningsvis kommer de resultat som uppnåtts i denna avhandling att
bidra till att förstå och vidareutveckla egenskaperna hos kisel-kvantprickar,
vars tillämpnings-potential har ökat efter flera år av forskning både på ensembler av kisel-kvantprickar och på enskilda kvantprickar.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

The material of choice (?)

In 1824 Jöns Jacob Berzelius of Stockholm was the first chemist to obtain
relatively pure silicon (from the latin silex, meaning flint) powder by reacting
K2SiF6 with K. In fact, before that time, silicon was only available in an
oxidized form given its reactivity with oxygen [1], e.g. as SiO2 which indeed
also makes up the composition of most rock. Surely, the discoverer of silicon
would have hardly imagined the role of this material in humans’ daily life
and its influence in world economy about one century later.

Figure 1.1: Jöns Jacob Berzelius, the discoverer of silicon, as painted by O. J.
Södermark in 1845. Adapted from [2].
1

2

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Silicon is a semiconductor meaning that its conductivity is between that
of good conductors (like metals) and insulators. But as such, its conductivity can in fact be modulated, a feature which forms the basis of electronic
devices. Since the replacement of germanium in the solid-state transistor in
1954∗ , silicon has become the semiconductor of choice for the microelectronics industry. The modern electronic devices we use nowadays are Si-based
with a computational power that has increased steadily. This performance
improvement has been mostly related to the exponential scaling of the transistor size with time, predicted by Moore’s law as shown by the dashed line
in Fig. 1.2. Currently, microprocessors containing millions or even billions
of transistors of few tens of nm in size can be fabricated.
The advanced silicon processing technology has played a big role in the
field of photovoltaics as well. Indeed, it is quite impressive to know that from
1990 to 2017 the price of a Si photovoltaic rooftop system in Germany has
dropped by 90%. At the same time, the efficiency of an average commercial
solar cell has increased up to 17% thus most of the photovoltaic production
is now of crystalline Si solar cells [3]. The success of this material in two
different fields is due to its good electrical properties and other benefits as
well. First of all, silicon is the second most abundant element in Earth’s
crust, amounting ~28.2% by mass [1]. Secondly, it is non-toxic as element
and in its natural form. Indeed, SiO2 slowly dissolves in water as H4SiO4
(orthosilicic acid) which is present in the body of living species and in sea
water as well [4]. In addition, silicon is thermally stable up to 1100°C and its
electrical properties (e.g. conductivity) can be altered by impurity doping.
Last, but not least, the possibility to grow high-quality oxide on top of silicon
has made a significant contribution in the progress of Si technology.
The advantages of silicon allow this material to be applied in diverse
fields. However, silicon, in its bulk form, has also a big drawback: it is an
indirect bandgap semiconductor, i.e. an inefficient light emitter. Conversely,
it is also a poor absorber requiring thick films to efficiently absorb solar light.
So far, this deficiency has hindered the use of Si in photonics as an active
material (e.g. as a lasing medium). However, the optical properties of a
semiconductor can change dramatically at very small sizes.

∗ Germanium

transitor was invented in 1950 at Bell labs.
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Figure 1.2: Minimum pattern size in microprocessor chips versus time in semilog
scale. Dots are data from Intel processors. Dashed line is prediction of Moore’s
law. Abbreviations in the bottom part refer to milestones in nanophysics research.
The “nanoscale” is coloured in dark gray. Adapted with permission from Ref. [5].
Copyright (2010) Cambridge University Press.

1.2

Light from silicon quantum dots

The progress of microelectronics industry has always been accompanied by
advances in physics research over the years, as shown in the bottom part of
Fig. 1.2. Specifically, after the 1950s a plethora of new physical phenomena
were discovered for semiconductors of sizes between ∼1 nm and 1 µm. At
the “nanoscale” classical physics is no longer valid and quantum physics
steps in.
In the 1980s A. Ekimov and L. Brus independently found that the optical
properties of nanometer-sized semiconductor crystals (or nanocrystals) were
strongly dependent on their size, in line with the quantum confinement effect [6, 7]. Thanks to this effect, nanocrystals (NCs) or quantum dots (QDs)
feature higher internal quantum efficiency (IQE) compared to their bulk
form, narrower emission linewidths than for organic dyes as well as a unique
color-tunability by size (as shown in Fig. 1.3). After almost thirty years
of research and fabrication development, nowadays direct-bandgap QDs like
those made of CdSe (cadmium selenide) or InP (indium phosphide) are now
embedded in commercial television displays allowing for better color reproduction [8]. However, there are some environmental and health concerns
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Figure 1.3: Cuvettes containing colloidal InP/ZnS QDs of different sizes excited by
a UV light. From left to right the dots’ size increases as well as the corresponding
light emission wavelength (i.e. the optical bandgap decreases and the emitted color
becomes more red).

regarding the materials currently used for QDs (like Cd, Pb, Hg, In and As)
which have pushed the scientific community to find alternative materials for
these nanostructures [9].
In 1990 L. Canham demonstrated efficient visible-light emission from
porous silicon (pSi), a nanostructured Si network [10, 11]. The QC effect
was claimed to be responsible for the enhancement of the luminescence as
previously observed by DiMaria, Fukurawa and others as well [12–15]. The
possibility to use silicon as an efficient light-emitter immediately alerted the
attention of the scientific community thanks to the benefits of this material. In the last three decades, the application potential of Si-QDs has been
demonstrated in fields like photovoltaics (e.g. as downconverters in luminescent solar concentrators [16]) and biomedicine (as biomarkers for imaging
cells [17, 18]) for example. However, the optical properties of Si-QDs must be
further improved in order to have commercial products as for direct-bandgap
QDs. Hence, it is of fundamental importance to study and understand the
photophysics of Si-QDs (i.e. how light interacts with them). Although the
majority of photoluminescence (PL) studies on Si-QDs have been done at
the ensemble level, i.e. probing a huge number of dots grouped together,
those can be misleading due to the inhomogeneity of the nanocrystals for
example in size, shape and quality of passivation. On the other hand, experiments involving single Si nanocrystals are much more accurate and lead
to a more clear understanding of their optical properties.
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Aim of the thesis

The goal of this thesis is to investigate the optical properties of silicon quantum dots at the single-dot level. Indeed, this (i) can allow for engineering/optimization of their properties which is crucial for applications and (ii)
it can advance fundamental physics as well. Specifically, we have studied:
• Emission (low-excitation) properties: are related to the radiative recombination of single excitons (bound electron-hole pairs, denoted with
X) in the QD which here are initially created by optical excitation.
Among them, we have investigated the luminescence linewidth and the
exciton fine structure.
• Emission (high-excitation) and absorption properties: concern respectively the presence of more than one exciton (multiexcitons) in the QD
and higher energy states, responsible for absorption of light by the dot
itself.
• Properties related to the dot surroundings: include phenomena like luminescence ON/OFF intermittency (known as “blinking”) which lowers
the efficiency and can be linked to the presence of traps in the vicinity of the dot. In addition, exposure of the QDs to ionizing radiation
which can modify the environment around the dots and their blinking
is also included in this group of properties.

1.4

Thesis outline

The thesis is structured in the following way. Chapter 2 contains some background information regarding semiconductor nanostructures and quantum
dots. Experimental methods regarding the photoluminescence of single SiQDs are presented in Ch. 3 whereas the results achieved are reported in Ch.
4 divided in the three groups mentioned in the section above. Finally, the
conclusion is drawn in Ch. 5.

Chapter 2

Background and Theory
2.1

Band structure of semiconductors

Although all solid materials contain electrons, crystalline semiconductors
made of an infinite repetition of identical groups of atoms arranged in a
lattice exhibit superior electronic properties. Semiconductors can be formed
by elements of the periodic table (old) group IV (e.g. Ge and Si), of binary
compounds of group IV (SiC), of II-VI (e.g. CdSe, CdS and ZnS) and of IIIV (e.g. GaAs, InAs and InP) and finally even of alloys (e.g. AlGaAs, InGaN
and SiGe). Due to the periodic lattice potential, the electron wavefunctions
in a semiconductor crystal are Bloch waves of the form ψn,k (r) = ei k·r un (r),
where r is the position in space, un (r) is a function having crystal lattice
periodicity, k is the so-called crystal wavevector (equivalently ~ k as crystal
momentum) of the electron and n labels the state. For each k a set of
allowed kinetic electron energies En can be found by solving the Schrödinger
equation. The electron band structure is then defined as the plot of En (k),
where the range of k can be limited inside the primitive cell of the reciprocal
space (Brillouin zone) due to crystal lattice periodicity. Figure 2.1 illustrates
the band structure of two well-known semiconductors, Si and GaAs, along
different k-directions inside the Brillouin zone. Two energy bands, a valence
band (VB, orange line) and a conduction band (CB, green line) are separated
in energy by a forbidden gap. As shown in Fig. 2.1, the bandgap energy Eg
is the minimum energy difference between these two bands, Eg = 1.5 eV in
GaAs and 1.1 eV in Si [5]. From the positions in k-space of the CB minimum
and the VB maximum which set Eg , we can divide semiconductors in two
groups. In direct-bandgap semiconductors, such as GaAs in Fig. 2.1(a), those
points lie at the same crystal wavevector k (i.e. same crystal momentum
7
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Figure 2.1: Band structures of (a) GaAs and (b) Si from nonlocal (solid lines) and
local (dashed lines) pseudo-potential calculations. Valence and conduction bands
are indicated by the orange and green lines, respectively. The bandgap energy (Eg )
and momentum difference (∆k) from the CB maximum and the VB minimum are
indicated by the red and blue double arrows, respectively. Adapted with permission
from Ref. [19]. Copyright (1976) by the American Physical Society.

~ k). On the other hand, in indirect-bandgap semiconductors they differ by
a finite ∆k in wavevector (i.e. by ~ ∆k in crystal momentum), as indicated
by the blue double-arrow for Si in Fig. 2.1(b).
At T = 0 K, the electrons present in a semiconductor material occupy
all the energy states below the so-called Fermi level EF (not shown in Fig.
2.1 for simplicity) which lies inside the bandgap. Thus, the VB is filled
whereas the CB is empty and the semiconductor behaves as an insulator.
To conduct a current, i.e. for the semiconductor to behave as a conductor,
one band must be partly filled. There are different ways to satisfy this
condition. For example, by increasing the temperature, electrons will start
to empty VB energy states, thus leaving holes behind, and to populate CB
ones following Fermi-Dirac statistics. Another option consists in doping
the semiconductor with impurities that will change EF , thus modifying the
occupation of bands as well. Among the different possibilities, absorption of
light by a semiconductor material is probably one of the most interesting.
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Absorption and emission in semiconductors

Interband absorption refers to the absorption of a photon (quantum of light)
by a VB electron which leaves a hole in the VB and occupies a state in
the CB. Thus, an electron-hole pair is created in the semiconductor. Let
us denote the initial energy and wavevector of a VB electron with En (ki )
and ki , the photon energy and wavevector with ~ ωexc > Eg and qexc , and
the final energy and momentum of the CB electron with Em (kf ) and kf ,
respectively. Since both energy and momentum must be conserved, the
following equations must hold
Em (kf ) = En (ki ) + ~ ωexc ,
kf = ki + qexc ≈ ki ,

(2.1)
(2.2)

where the last approximation can be made since generally qexc  ki . In
direct semiconductors these conditions are usually satisfied for ~ ωexc > Eg ,
hence the absorption is strong at those energies. On the other hand, since
phonons must be involved in the absorption process to conserve momentum,
the transition is weak in indirect semiconductors for Eg < ~ ωexc < Eg,direct
where Eg,direct is the energy gap at the direct transition. Usually, the light
absorption coefficient α(~ ωexc ) is employed to determine if a semiconductor
is direct or indirect. For direct semiconductors α ∝ (~ ωexc − Eg )1/2 whereas
for indirect semiconductors α ∝ (~ ωexc − Eg )2 .
Once an electron-hole pair is created, it will reach the lowest energy state
(bottom of the CB band for the electron, top of the VB for the hole) in a
very short time (∼fs) by releasing heat (carrier thermalization). Afterwards,
the electron-hole pair can eventually recombine by emitting a photon of energy Eg . In absence of an external electromagnetic field, this process is
called spontaneous emission and Eq. 2.1 holds true also for this process.
Consequently, for both absorption and emission the optical transitions are
drawn as vertical arrows in k-space. They will point towards higher and
lower energies for absorption and emission, respectively. Figure 2.2 shows
the emission in a direct- and indirect-bandgap semiconductor. In the first
case, the electron in the CB can directly recombine very fast with the hole
in the VB. In the second case, as for the absorption, a phonon must always
be involved in the recombination process in order to satisfy momentum conservation. Therefore, the process is much slower in indirect semiconductors
such as Si (∼5 orders of magnitude slower than for GaAs [20, 21]) and hinder
the possibility to use this material as a light emitter in its bulk form.

10
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Figure 2.2: Optical transitions for spontaneous emission after carrier thermalization
in (a) a direct- and (b) indirect- bandgap semiconductor. In the second case, the
involvement of a phonon is required for momentum conservation.

2.3

Low-dimensional semiconductors

As we have seen, the energies of electrons and holes in bulk semiconductors
form continuous bands. But what will happen if we reduce the size of a
semiconductor? To answer this question we have first to introduce a∗B as
the Bohr radius of an exciton (X), a particle representing an electron-hole
pair bound by Coloumb interaction inside the semiconductor. This quantity
is given by
r m0
a∗B = aB
(2.3)
µ
where aB = 0.053 nm is the Bohr radius of the hydrogen atom, r is the relative dielectric constant of the semiconductor, m0 is the electron rest mass
−1 is the reduced mass (m∗ and m∗ are the effective
and µ = (m∗−1
+ m∗−1
e
e
h
h )
masses of electrons and holes, respectively). For example, a∗B = 4.9 nm in Si
and a∗B = 12 nm in GaAs. If one or more dimensions of the material have a
size . a∗B and the electric potential V can be considered as infinite outside
the material itself, then the electron/hole energies will be quantized along
that dimension, a phenomenon called the quantum confinement (QC) effect.
Energy quantization can occur along one (1D), two (2D) or three (3D) dimensions. The corresponding semiconductor nanostructures are then called
quantum-wells (QWs) for 1D, quantum-wires for 2D and eventually quantum
dots for 3D QC. A bulk semiconductor can be thought of as experiencing
zero-dimensional (0D) quantum confinement. Figure 2.3 shows a schematic
representation of the density of electron states (DOS) in energy above Eg
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for a bulk, a quantum-well, a quantum wire and a quantum dot. In QDs
the DOS is represented by delta functions peaking at specific energies Ei .
By increasing the DOS in the vicinity of the energies Ei , the QC effect leads
to an enhancement of the semiconductor optical properties [22]. Indeed,
low-dimensional semiconductors find application in optical devices, for example as gain medium in lasers (lasing current threshold decreases from 0D
to 3D QC) and as down-converters in LEDs (where the color gamut can be
improved by using QDs) [23].

Figure 2.3: DOS for semiconductors experiencing 0D (bulk), 1D (quantum wells),
2D (quantum wires) and 3D (quantum dots) QC.

2.4

Semiconductor nanocrystals (quantum dots)

Semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) or quantum dots (QDs) are crystalline
semiconductor particles usually made of 102 -106 atoms. Figure 2.4(a) shows
a typical scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) image of a
∼4 nm ligand-passivated Si-NC where characteristic lattice fringes can be
discerned. If we define al as the semiconductor lattice constant, a as the
NC radius and λem as the wavelength corresponding to the lowest optical
transition, then a NC satisfies the condition al  a  λem . Therefore, the
electronic and optical properties of a nanocrystal can be correctly described
in terms of electron quantum confinement phenomena [24]. If we use the
effective mass approximation and we assume an infinite spherical potential
box, analytical expressions for the exciton energies, relevant for the optical
processes, can be derived. Let us denote with a∗B the exciton Bohr radius
(specific for each semiconductor material). We talk about weak confinement
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Figure 2.4: (a) Bright-field STEM image of a defect free ligand-passivated Si-NC
where (200) planes can be discerned (lattice spacing for these planes is 2.71 Å in
bulk Si). Adapted with permission from Ref. [25]. Copyright (2012) by the American Chemical Society. (b) Size-tunable photon energy and wavelength of the first
absorption resonance calculated for nanocrystals of various semiconductor materials. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [24]. Copyright (2010) by Cambridge
University Press.

regime when a & a∗B . In this case, the exciton energies become
Enml = Eg −

Ry ∗
~2 χ2ml
+
,
n2
2 M a2

n, m, l = 1, 2, 3, . . .

(2.4)

where Ry ∗ is the exciton Rydberg energy, χml is the mth root of the lth-order
spherical Bessel function, M = m∗e + m∗h is the exciton mass. The second
term in Eq. 2.4 arise from the electron-hole Coloumb interaction whose
states are labelled by the quantum number n. In the strong confinement
regime a  a∗B that term disappears and the exciton energies are
Enl = Eg +

~2 χ2nl
,
2 µ a2

n = 1, 2, 3, . . .

l = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(2.5)

−1
where µ = (m∗−1
+ m∗−1
e
h ) . Hence, the emission and absorption spectra of
QDs are discrete and tunable by size: the smaller the dot radius the higher
the emission/absorption energy Eem (i.e. the shorter the emission wavelength λem ), as shown in Fig. 2.4(b) for the ground exciton (n = 1 , l = 0
or 1s1s). Moreover, QDs possess a series of quantization levels above the
ground state (called s, p, d, f ). These levels have a certain number of states
which electrons (and holes) can occupy, largely mimicking the electronic orbitals of atoms. Therefore, quantum dots are also called “artificial atoms”.
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Optical properties of quantum dots

Photoluminescence linewidth
When considering an ensemble of QDs, these can feature different size/shape
as a result of the uncertainties affecting their fabrication process. As a consequence, their emission wavelengths λem will be spread following some statistical distribution. For this reason, the linewidth measured from the PL
spectrum of an ensemble of NCs is the result of a convolution between such
inhomogeneous broadening γinh and the homogeneous broadening γhomo
characterizing a single emitter,
γ=

q

2
2 .
γhomo
+ γinh

(2.6)

The reduction of γinh strongly depends on the accuracy of the fabrication
process of QDs. Hence, it can be narrowed if such process is refined. On
the other hand, γhomo is related to the physical properties of a single dot.
Figure 2.5 shows the different mechanisms which contribute to the broadening of the homogeneous linewidth of a single dot. As we have seen in Sec.
2.3, the DOS is represented by δ-functions at specific energies. Therefore,
one would expect the PL lineshape of the lowest optical transition to be
a δ-function as well (i.e. γhomo = 0). However, Heisenberg’s uncertainty
principle sets the minimum achievable linewidth as ~ Γr /2, known as the
“natural linewidth”, where Γr is the radiative decay rate. Consequently, the
natural linewidth is lifetime-limited, as represented in the left side of Fig.
2.5. For example, in CdSe-QDs featuring τr ∼10 ns the limit is ∼10 neV
whereas in Si-QDs having τr ∼10 µs it is ∼10 peV. Such natural linewidths
are typically not observed due to the fact that the exciton can interact with
the local environment which contributes to the dephasing of the emission
line, as shown in the center part of Fig. 2.5. The main mechanisms which
can broaden γhomo are: exciton-phonon interactions, exciton fine-structure
and spectral diffusion/hopping. In principle, in order to demonstrate that
the exciton levels are quantized, the measured linewidth from a single QD
should be less than the thermal energy kB T .
Regarding the interaction of excitons with phonons, we can distinguish
the case of high-energy (∼10-100 meV) optical modes from the one involving
low-energy (∼1-10 meV) acoustic modes. In the first case, the interaction
with an exciton will form phonon replicas in the PL spectrum of a QD which
are sidebands of the no-phonon (NP) emission line. In the second case,
acoustic phonons will result into energy fluctuations of the exciton. Given
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Figure 2.5: Mechanisms contributing to the broadening of γhomo . (left) The natural linewidth is lifetime-limited and corresponds to the minimum achievable value.
(center) Exciton-phonon coupling influenced by surrounding matrix and temperature; exciton fine-structure where emission lines correspond to different exciton
sub-levels; spectral diffusion where energy shifts are caused by local electric field
varying in time. (right) The resulting linewidth is the homogeneous linewidth.

the small size of the quantum dot, also acoustic phonon energies (as for
exciton energies) are quantized. For spherical nanocrystals, two eigenmodes
are present: torsional modes and spheroidal modes [26]. The contribution
of acoustic modes γacoustic to γhomo is proportional to
γacoustic ∝ D2 =

X

γj (2 n(~ ωj ) + 1) ,

(2.7)

j

where γj and ωj are respectively the coupling constant and the frequency of
the jth phonon mode. n(~ ωj ) is the phonon occupation probability (BoseEinstein statistics) at the energy ~ ωj [26]. When kB T  ~ ωj the temperature dependence of γacoustic is linear.
Another source of dephasing is given by the so called exciton fine structure. Indeed, the exciton energy level can be formed by sub-levels as well,
as shown in the center part of Fig. 2.5. These correspond either to optically active (“bright”) or to optically inactive (“dark”) states and arise from
the size, shape and crystal structure of the QD. For example, in spherical
zinc-blende CdSe QDs the 5-fold degenerate lower dark state is separated
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by the 3-fold degenerate upper bright state [27, 28]. Among the possible
mechanisms which contribute to the degeneracy lifting of the exciton levels,
the electron-hole exchange interaction splits each level into a bright singlet
state and a dark triplet (3-fold degenerate) state. The energy separation
∆EST between these states was found to scale with 1/a3 [27, 28]. Singlet
and triplet states have different magnetic moments, thus ∆ex can be increased by applying a static magnetic field to the QD (Zeeman effect). In
thermal equilibrium the total exciton radiative rate can be found as
− k∆exT

Γr =

3 Γr,T + Γr,S e

B

∆E
− k ST
BT

(2.8)

3+e

where Γr,T and Γr,T are respectively the radiative rate of the triplet and
singlet state. Although the exchange interaction will lead to Γr,T  Γr,S ,
emission from the triplet state can be partially allowed by breaking of the
optical transition selection rules. For example, due to the highly symmetric
cubic crystal lattice, ligand-passivated Ge-QDs can feature τr,S ∼18 and
τr,T ∼82 µs (∆EST ∼ 1 meV) [29]. Surface states can also play a big role,
as was shown for example in CdSe-QDs where a 3 orders of magnitude
reduction in τr,T was reported [30].
Temporal variations in the local electric field experienced by a QD can
lead to an energy shift of the exciton energy due to the Stark effect (spectral
hopping/diffusion) [31], as also schematically depicted in the center-bottom
part of Fig. 2.5. This phenomenon, which is a serious limitation for obtaining very narrow emission lines, can be mitigated by reducing the excitation
photon flux and/or the experimental acquisition time. Figure 2.6 shows
spectral diffusion as measured for a single Si/SiO2-QD.
Low-excitation: recombination of single excitons
As mentioned before, once an exciton has thermalized to the lowest energy
state it can eventually recombine radiatively. If this recombination process
occurs inside the crystalline core of the QD and it is not mediated by defects
or impurity centers, we call it intrinsic recombination. The rate at which
this process happens is called the radiative recombination rate Γr . At room
temperature, the radiative lifetime τr is in the range of ∼0.1-10 ns for directbandgap QDs (e.g. CdSe [32] and InGaN [33]) whereas it is in the range
of ∼10-100 µs for indirect-bandgap QDs (e.g. Ge [29] and Si [34]). Other
processes rather than the radiative one can also be present and allow the
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Figure 2.6: The phenomenon of spectral diffusion in a single Si/SiO2-QD. (a) Series
of 30 consecutive PL spectra taken on the same dot. Acquisition time was 10 s per
each and excitation power was 9 Wcm−2 at 405 nm. (b) PL spectrum in the (top)
8th and (bottom) 26th frame showing different linewidth and peak position as a
result of spectral diffusion.

exciton to recombine by dissipating the energy into heat (i.e. phonons).
These mechanisms are characterized by the nonradiative recombination rate
Γnr . If radiative and nonradiative processes are concurrent, the total PL
recombination rate of the exciton is given by ΓX = Γr + Γnr . The inverse
quantity τX is called the exciton lifetime. Let us denote with p0 and pX the
occupation probability of respectively 0 and 1 excitons in the nanocrystal.
σabs (Eexc ) is the absorption cross-section of the QD at the excitation energy
Eexc and Φexc the excitation photon flux (# excitation photons per unit
area and unit time). If we assume that the excitation is not strong Φexc 
1/(σabs τX ) , we can write the following rate equations

dp0
= −p0 σabs Φexc + pX ΓX
dt
dpX
= +p0 σabs Φexc − pX ΓX .
dt

(2.9)
(2.10)
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The PL intensity (# photons emitted per unit time) is then IP L = pX Γr .
Since in steady state conditions Φexc , p0 and pX are constant, we have
IP L = IQE

σabs Φexc
.
1 + σabs Φexc τX

(2.11)

Thus, the PL intensity arising from radiative recombination of excitons increases linearly with the excitation power. In addition, we have introduced
the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) as the fraction between emitted and
absorbed photons IQE = Γr /(Γr + Γnr ). Let us now assume that the excitation is switched off at time t = 0. Solving Eq. 2.9 leads to
IP L (t) = IP L (0) e−t ΓX ,

(2.12)

which is a decaying mono-exponential where IP L (0) is still given by Eq.
2.11. Consequently, by measuring the PL decay of a single QD one can
extract its exciton lifetime.
High-excitation: recombination of multiexcitons
Under high excitation fluxes Φexc & 1/(σabs τP L ), more than one exciton
can be formed inside a QD. Such multiexcitons can relax via radiative or
non-radiative recombination to form less complex excitonic molecules. Let
us consider for example the case of two excitons (a biexciton, XX) present
in the QD. These can radiatively recombine at rate Γr,XX to form a single
exciton X which can in turn emit a photon at rate Γr,X . Indeed, emission from biexcitons and multiexcitons has been observed in several directbandgap QDs as new emission lines appearing in the PL spectrum at high
Φexc [33, 35–37]. For example, Fig. 2.7(a) shows XX emission line for a
GaN/AlN QD [38].
If we consider recombination from both X and XX, the rate equations
become
dp0
= −p0 σabs Φexc + pX ΓX
dt
dpX
= +(p0 − pX ) σabs Φexc − pX ΓX + pXX ΓXX
dt
dpXX
= pX σabs Φexc − pXX ΓXX ,
dt

(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)

where pXX is the occupation probability of XX and ΓXX is the recombination rate of XX. The PL intensity is then the sum of IP L,X = pX Γr,X
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Figure 2.7: Biexciton emission from a single GaN/AlN QD. (a) PL spectra at
different excitation powers. Emission line corresponding to radiative recombination
of biexcitons can be seen at high excitations. Circles as experimental data and lines
as fittings. (b) PL integrated intensity vs exciation power in log scale. The lines
show the slope of individual peaks. Reprinted from Ref. [38], with the permission
of AIP Publishing.

and IP L,XX = pXX Γr,XX , where now we have two radiative recombination
rates (usually, Γr,XX ∼ Γr,X /4). In steady state conditions,
IP L,X =
IP L,XX =

IQE X Φexc σabs
2
1 + τX Φexc σabs + τX τXX Φ2exc σabs

(2.16)

2
IQE XX τX Φ2exc σabs
2 ,
1 + τX Φexc σabs + τX τXX Φ2exc σabs

(2.17)

with IQE X and IQE XX as the internal quantum efficiencies respectively
for X and XX. Consequently, at low excitations IP L,X will increase linearly
while IP L, XX will grow quadratically with Φexc , as shown in Fig. 2.7(b).
In case the excitation is switched off at time t = 0, solving Eq. 2.13 leads
to
IP L (t) = IP L,X (0) e−t ΓX + IP L,XX (0) e−t ΓXX ,
(2.18)
which is a double exponential where IP L,X (0) and IP L,XX (0) are given by
Eq. 2.16 and 2.17. Therefore, at sufficiently high excitation powers both
X and XX lifetimes can be extracted from a PL decay measurement of a
single QD.
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Regarding non-radiative recombination of multiexcitons, due to the spatial confinement of electrons and holes QDs suffer from strong Auger recombination. What is Auger recombination? Let us consider Auger recombination of biexcitons, as schematically shown in Fig. 2.8(a): the electron-hole
recombination energy is transferred to a third carrier (electron in the figure)
as kinetic energy. The excited carrier can then thermalize by releasing the
extra energy as heat, Fig. 2.8(b). As a result, the QD is left in the X
state, Fig. 2.8(c). Typical Auger lifetimes τA in QDs are in the order of ∼
ps although QDs of “magic” sizes can feature several orders of magnitude
longer τA [39, 40]. In bulk semiconductors, Auger recombination scales with
the square of the carrier concentration [41]. Consequently, in the presence
of more than a biexciton in a QD, Auger recombination is even stronger
and usually suppress radiative recombination of those excitonic complexes.
That is why only the cases of one and two excitons were analyzed in this
section.

Figure 2.8: Auger recombination of biexcitons explained by a simplified band diagram. (a) One electron-hole pair recombines transferring energy to the other
electron in kinetic form. (b) The electron quickly thermalizes. (c) The nanocrystal
is left with one exciton.

ON/OFF intermittency (blinking)
Photoluminescence studies of single QDs, Si [42, 43] and other QDs as well
(even single molecules) [44–46], have revealed that their PL intensity under
CW excitation can randomly switch from a bright ON-state to a dark OFF-
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state and vice versa over time, a phenomenon called “blinking”. The origin
of this process is still highly debated [47]. From early studies [44], the
OFF-state is associated with a charged QD which is ruled by very fast
Auger recombination [46]. The charging of the QD for example can happen
by tunneling of an electron/hole from the QD core to a trap state at the
interface/shell, with the QD switching back to the ON-state upon charge
neutralization.
Blinking can be observed from the PL intensity time-trace, as shown in
Fig. 2.9, when the timescale involved is in the ∼ms-s. On the other hand,
time-correlated measurements were necessary to unveil the presence of this
process at shorter time-scales [45, 48]. Recently, PL decay measurements
showing delayed luminescence (i.e. lifetimes longer than τr ) have suggested
the presence of extremely fast blinking at ∼ns-µs timescales [49–52].

Figure 2.9: (left) Example of a PL intensity time-trace of a single Si/SiO2-QD
exhibiting ON/OFF intermittency (blinking). (right) The corresponding intensity
histogram shows two clear levels associated with the ON and OFF states. Frame
acquisition time was 500 ms. Data taken by Carl von Treskow.

For several types of blinking QDs, the statistics of the ON- (PON (t)) and
OFF- (POF F (t)) times are power-laws
PON (t) = AON t−mON
−mOF F

POF F (t) = AOF F t

(2.19)
,

(2.20)

where mON and mOF F are power exponents (typically ∼1.5) and AON and
AOF F are amplitudes. These distributions cannot be normalized without
introducing artificial truncations and lead to statistical ageing of the PL [43,
46, 53]. On the other hand, Si-QDs have shown to exhibit mono-exponential
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blinking statistics and absence of statistical ageing [42, 43],
PON (t) = AON e−t/τON
POF F (t) = AOF F e−t/τOF F ,

(2.21)
(2.22)

where τON and τOF F are the ON- and OFF- time constants characteristic of
the process. Hence, mono-exponential blinking statistics allow to study the
blinking process in Si-QDs in its purity, unmasked by broad distributions.
Although blinking is a detrimental process since it lowers IQE, it could also
be exploited and engineered as an additional parameter in the PL of QDs.
Applications of quantum dots
Probably the most popular application of semiconductor QDs is their use
as red and green phosphores in white LEDs for displays. Figure 2.10 shows
how the color rendering index (CRI) can be improved in displays featuring
back-light panels embedded with QDs. Indeed, their high EQE∼90 % and
linewidths <40 nm allow better color performance with respect to conventional phosphores (rare earths) [23, 54].

Figure 2.10: Comparison between (left) a liquid-crystal display television screen
using a QD enhancement film and (right) a standard one. Image copyright Nanosys.
Photography by Thom Sanborn.

The photostability, long lifetimes >10 ns, small size, high absorption
in the blue spectral region make QDs very good luminescent biolabels.
They can replace conventional organic dyes characterized by broad emission bands, photobleaching and narrow absorption windows. In biology
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and medicine they can allow to study intra-cellular processes at the singlemolecule level, to image cells with high resolution, to observe long-term cell
trafficking in vivo and to target cancer [55, 56]. Ultimately, they could be
used also for diagnostic purposes as well.
In optoelectronics, QDs find application as gain medium for lasers [57].
Due to the QC effect which increases the DOS close to the band edges, the
threshold current can be significantly lowered in QD-based lasers. Electrical injection in QDs allows also to make QD-LEDs, which should replace
conventional phosphore-based LEDs in the future [23, 54].
Solid-state single-photon sources for quantum communication applications can be made by QDs (e.g. InGaAs and GaN QDs). Indeed, such
devices can exploit many good properties of QDs: the narrow γhomo , high
brightness, photon indistinguishibility and even ability to generate entangled
photons [58–60].
Last, photovoltaic devices embedded with NCs can give innovative solutions to the field. This is the case of luminescent solar concentrator (LSC)
windows, as shown in Fig. 2.11(a). QDs can be embedded in polymer windows thus capturing sunlight on the lateral surface of tall buildings. The
light is then re-emitted in low-energy form and captured by standard Sibased PV cells. Although the power-conversion efficiency of these devices
is still low ∼3%, they could become a cost effective solution in the future
[16, 61, 62].

2.6

Silicon quantum dots

The interest in Si-NCs began with the discovery of bright red photoluminescence from highly porous Si (pSi) [11] as well as of QC effects in ultrafine
Si nanoparticles [13–15]. Samples of pSi were usually obtained via electrochemical etching with hydrofluoric acid (HF), resulting in a network of
interconnected oxide-passivated Si nanostructures. Their PL spectrum was
centered around 1.5 eV with a fwhm of ∼200-300 meV. After the reports of
efficient PL from Si-NCs, a long debate took place regarding the mechanisms
behind the light emission, with scientists supporting either a defect-related
mechanism (characterized by τP L ∼ ns) or the QC effect (featuring sizedependent Eem and τP L ∼ µs) or both [63]. Regarding the QC effect, the
inefficient light emission from indirect-bandgap Si can be overcome by a relaxation of the k-conservation rule in Si-NCs [64]: Heisenberg’s uncertainty
principle spreads the electron-hole wavefunction in k-space thus allowing
the radiative recombination of excitons without the need of a phonon [65].
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Figure 2.11: (a) Scheme of a luminescent solar concentrator window composed by
a polymer embedded with Si-QDs. (b) Absorption (black line) and emission (red
line) spectra of Si-QDs (4.3 nm diameter) in the polymer. PL was measured in
CW, λexc =473 nm. The spectrum of solar radiation at sea level is the grey line.
The transparency window of the composite is indicated by grey shading. Reprinted
by permission from Ref. [16], Copyright (2018) Springer Nature.

It is now widely accepted that the passivation is crucial to determine the
origin of emission and it influences the role of size in the optical processes
as well [66, 67]. Among the different types of passivations, Si-QDs can be
covered by SiO2, organic ligands (mostly alkenes like dodecene) and can be
also codoped by B (acceptor) and P (donor).
Oxide-passivated Si-QDs (solid state, not dispersed in colloidal solutions)
can be fabricated using different techniques. Among them, annealing of SiO2
implanted with Si+ ions [68], annealing of Si-rich multilayers separated by
SiO2 deposited by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition [66], oxidation of Si-NSs defined by electron-beam lithography and etching [69], dissociation of SiH4 gas in a low-pressure nonthermal plasma [70], etching of a
thin SOI wafer [71] and many others. Typically, Si/SiO2-QDs are characterized by size-tunable emission energies of ∼1.3-2.0 eV for NCs of ∼3-5 nm in
diameter. The corresponding τR are ∼50-500 µs [34] with room-temperature
EQE as high as 10-20% [72]. A thermally-activated non-radiative process
in the µs range was claimed to be responsible of such efficiencies, although
from ensemble studies its origin remained unknown [73, 74]. Indeed, PL
spectra of ensembles of oxide-passivated Si-QDs are generally broad, ∼200300 meV at 300 K, and their PL decays are stretched exponentials [75]. As
a consequence, it is hard to understand and study their photophysics at the
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ensemble level, thus single-dot studies are necessary.
Before the results achieved in this thesis, PL studies on single Si/SiO2QDs allowed to reveal lots of interesting properties, for example: narrow
linewidths < kB T at low temperatures [76], variation in the PL lifetime
even between QDs featuring same Eem (i.e. of similar size) [77], absorption
cross-sections of ∼10−15 -10−14 cm2 at λexc =405 nm [78], ON/OFF intermittency (blinking) under CW excitation featuring mono-exponential ONand OFF- time statistics [42]. However, many other studies remained to
be performed, such as the effect of passivation on the PL linewidth, the
absorption spectrum as well as the effect of high excitation fluxes on their
PL.
Si-QDs can be also functionalized by organic ligands and dispersed in
colloidal solutions. Usually, precursors like hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ)
[79] or SiO [80] are annealed at 1000-1200◦ C in slightly reducing atmosphere
to form large quantities of Si-QDs embedded in a SiO2 matrix. After etching with HF, which releases them from the matrix dispersing them in a HF
liquid, they can be functionalized through thermal- or radical- initiated hydrosilylation (replacing Si-H wiht Si-C bonds) [81]. Functionalization with
alkyl groups allows to achieve high EQE of ∼60-70% both in liquid [82, 83]
and in solid composites [84], with near-unity IQE found from spectrallyresolved decay measurements [85]. Single-dot studies on this type of nanocrystals addressing for example γhomo , τP L and other figures of merit are required to have a better understanding of their photophysics and ultimately
to improve their synthesis.
Another type of Si-QDs are those codoped by B and P [86, 87]. This type
of NCs can be dispersed in polar liquids without additional functionalization
and feature broad emission in the range 0.85-1.95 eV, i.e. suitable for biological applications, originating from electron-hole recombination from donor
to acceptor states. Maximum EQE of these samples is typically ∼10%,
hence they are not as efficienct as organically-capped Si-NCs. In addition,
single-dot spectroscopy on co-doped Si-NCs revealed that their linewidths
are broad ∼250 meV and temperature-independent.
The application of Si-QDs could benefit from the advantages of their
constituent material. Indeed, exploting Si biocompatibility and non-toxicity,
Si-QDs could be used as luminescent labels in biomedical and diagnostic applications in vitro and in vivo, for example to monitor cancer cells over long
times [17, 18, 88, 89]. As shown in Fig. 2.11, Si-QDs have proved to be valid
candidates in photovoltaic luminescent solar concentrators (measured power
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conversion efficiency ∼2.85 %) thanks to their large Stokes shift which eliminates the re-absorption problem characterizing direct-bandgap QDs [16].
Last, Si-QDs could be used as red down-converters in LEDs or directly embedded in Si-LEDs [90, 91].

Chapter 3

Experimental methods
3.1

Sample preparation

The samples studied in this work were not fabricated by the author of this
thesis, hence a short description of them will be given in this section with
a credit to those who prepared the samples. In total, four different types of
samples containing Si-QDs were studied:
1. elongated Si/SiO2-QDs embedded in nanowalls (nanorods): they were
fabricated by Benjamin Bruhn [69, 92]. Undulating Si nanowalls of
∼300 nm height were first defined by electron-beam lithography (EBL)
with a negative resist and then plasma-ecthed for 40 s. Oxidation at
900◦ C for 5h allowed to form elongated Si-QDs covered by ∼10 nm SiO2
shell, as indicated also by TEM analysis. Figure 3.1 shows typical WL
and PL images of such type of samples.
2. spherical-like Si/SiO2-QDs (nanodots): they were fabricated by Ilya
Sychugov [71] via SF6 reactive-ion etching (RIE) of a thin low-doped (ntype) SOI wafer which resulted in an uneven top Si layer, few nanometers thick over the buried oxide, as shown in Fig. 3.2(a). In this way,
Si nanostructures including Si-QDs were randomly formed on the sample. Subsequently, rapid (<1 min) thermal oxidation at 900◦ C allowed
to form a very thin oxide layer (∼nm) around the QDs. TEM images
confirmed the crystallinity of the particles. A typical PL image of one
of those samples is shown in Fig. 3.2(b). Current efforts by the author
of this thesis have been focused on the modification/improvement of
such fabrication process, see preliminary results in Sec. 4.1.
27
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Figure 3.1: (a) Reflected-WL image showing the Si nanostructure pattern. (b) PL
image of the yellow selection in (a) where luminescent Si-QDs are arranged along
nanowalls.

Figure 3.2: (a) Reflected-WL image of a sample containing Si nandots fabricated
from an SOI wafer. Scratches are marks made with a diamond-tip pen. The
thickness of Si decreases from top (whitish area) to bottom (greenish area) till
buried oxide is visible (light violet area). (b) PL image of the yellow selection in
(a) showing luminescent Si-QWs and Si-QDs.

3. ligand-passivated Si-QDs: they were chemically synthesized by the
group led by Jonathan Veinot (University of Alberta, Canada) [81].
In order to form Si-NCs, a thermodinamically unstable Si oxide, hydrogen silsesquioxane or HSQ shown in Fig. 3.3(a), was annealed at
1100◦ C in a slightly reducing atmosphere 5%H2/95%Ar for 1 h. The
resulting SiO2 glassy matrix containing luminescent Si-QDs was ground
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Figure 3.3: Luminescent Si-QDs from annealing of HSQ. (a) HSQ from Veinot’s
group as white powder before annealing. (b) Annealed HSQ as a glassy brown
SiO2 matrix contaning Si-QDs. (c) Ground powder of annealed HSQ which shows
(d) red PL from Si-QDs under UV light excitation. The process was performed by
Faraz Khavari.

with a mortar into a fine powder, as shown in Fig. 3.3(c-d). By etching
the powder with HF, H-terminated Si-QDs were freed from the matrix
and then transferred into toluene. They were subsequently functionalized with alkyl ligands via photo-, thermal- or radical- (azobisisobutyronitrile initiator) initiated hydrosilylation. Stirring, purification and
centrifugation allowed to further purify the colloidal solution of ligandpassivated Si-QDs. Material characterization techniques such as TEM
and FTIR confirmed the crystallinity and the functionalization of the
particles.

4. Si-QDs embedded in an organo-silicon porous matrix (passivated-only):
this fabrication route was performed by Anna Fucikova [93]. HSQ (Dow
Corning, 10 wt % solution in methyl iso-butyl ketone) was spin-coated
onto a cleaned piece of Si wafer, dried in air and then annealed at
1000◦ C in 5%H2/95%Ar for 1 h. The resulting porous matrix, ∼100
nm thick, contained Si-QDs with Si-O-RI bonds on the surface. Given
the lack of continuous elastic medium around these particles, they are
referred as passivated-only or thin-shell Si-NCs.
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The phenomenon of photoluminescence

With luminescence one refers to the light emitted by a solid material in
addition to its thermodynamic equilibrium radiation. Therefore, the solid
needs to be provided with additional energy and in photoluminescence (PL)
this is given by an excitation light source. An important feature of PL is
that when the excitation source is switched off the emitted light from the
material decays for a period of time longer than the period of light oscillations (1-10 fs) [41]. Following Stoke’s law, in order to observe PL from a
material, the excitation wavelength (λexc ) must be shorter than or equal to
the emission wavelength (λem )∗ . When λexc ≈ λem one refers to resonant
excitation whereas λexc < λem is the case of non-resonant excitation. If
not explicitly mentioned, here the term excitation is used as a synonym of
non-resonant excitation. A simplified illustration of intrinsic PL from a QD
is represented in Fig. 3.4. An excitation photon (Eexc > Eg ) is absorbed
in the dot by exciting an electron from the VB to the CB, thus leaving
a hole in the VB. The electron-hole pair thermalizes very quickly (in ∼fs)
down to the lowest excited state releasing the extra energy as heat. Eventually, the exciton can recombine and emit a photon of energy Eem which is
characteristic of the energy bandgap (Eg ). Usually, many physical processes
(radiative, non-radiative, etc.) are involved in the PL whose information
can be obtained by analyzing the characteristics of the PL itself (emission
spectrum, PL decay, absorption spectrum, etc.).

3.3

Ensemble versus single-dot studies

When measuring the PL from QDs, one can probe either ensembles of dots
containing several (thousands, millions or even more) of them or single dots.
In the first case, the PL measurements will be affected by inhomogeneous effects arising for example by the different size, shape and shell-quality among
the NCs. As a result, many interesting physical features present in each of
the particles probed will be lost in the average characteristics of the measured light. However, ensemble studies are easy to perform since they do
not require very expensive equipment and allow to estimate practical figures
of merit, such as the external quantum efficiency (EQE ≡ # emitted photons / # absorbed photons). On the other hand, single-dot measurements
∗ Note that here we consider only first-order processes, in other cases Stoke’s law can loose its
validity.
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Figure 3.4: Intrinsic photoluminescence process in a quantum dot illustrated with a
schematic electron energy structure. (a) A photon of energy Eexc > Eg is absorbed
and excites an electron above the bandgap, leaving a hole behind. (b) The hot
electron-hole pair relaxes to the lowest excited state by releasing energy as heat.
(c) Eventually the exciton can recombine and emit a photon of energy Eem = Eg .

allow to compare with theory† and can lead to new fundamental discoveries
in QD physics. Obviously, all these advantages come with disadvantages as
well, such as the very sensitive and expensive equipment and the long acquisition times that are needed to capture the weak light signals originating
from single NCs. In addition, to compare with ensemble measurements and
to acquire information about most relevant physical processes, one generally needs to perform measurements on several dots to get some statistical
relevance.

3.4

Microphotoluminescence measurements

The microphotoluminescence (µPL) setup used at KTH to measure singledot PL (Si and other materials as well) is shown in the schematic of Fig.
3.5. The core of the system is an inverted microscope (Zeiss Axio Observer
Z1) connected via the right port to a single photon avalanche photodiode (or
APD, IDQ ID100-20), and via the left port to a spectrometer (Andor SR500,
Czerny-Turner type, f = 500 mm) where a thermoelectrically-cooled CCD
† e.g. with atomistic calculations where the exciton energy structure is found by modeling a
single QD as a giant molecule.
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Figure 3.5: Scheme of the µPL setup used in this work. The excitation can be
selected from two different lasers and in two different configurations as well (DF or
BF). The PL from the sample is collected by an inverted microscope and filtered.
It is then directed either to the left port towards a spectrometer equipped with
different diffraction gratings and a CCD camera or to the right port towards an
APD. More details in the text of Sec. 3.4.

camera (Andor iXon3 888 EMCCD, -100◦ C) is attached. The sample under
test is placed upside-down on the microscope stage and it can be moved
along xy directions via a stepper motor (1 µm step and 25 mm range, not
shown in Fig. 3.5). In case of low-temperature measurements, the sample
was placed on the cold finger of a He-flow cryostat (Oxford MicrostatHires)
which was then mounted on the microscope sample stage. Regarding the
excitation source, a laser or a narrow-bandwidth light source was employed.
Usually, we could choose between two different lasers: either a λexc = 405
nm diode laser with a tunable power 1-120 mW, or one with λexc = 515
nm and power 1-80 mW (both Omicron PhoxX). Since at λexc = 405 nm
the absorption of Si-NCs is higher (see Sec. 4.2), this was our preferred
laser. The laser light was always filtered before reaching the sample via
narrow band-pass filters (to remove small residuals of wide spectral luminescence). The excitation beam could reach the sample either through the
lens of the microscope (bright-field configuration, BF) or from outside (darkfield configuration, DF). In DF mode the excitation beam was focused on
the samples’ surface at an incident angle of 70◦ . A set of movable mirrors
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allowed to easily switch from one laser type to another and from DF to
BF as well. Three different objective lenses were used in our experiments:
10x (Zeiss, N A = 0.25 and field-of-view 1.3 mm), 100x (Nikon, N A = 0.73
and field-of-view 150 µm) and 63x with glass-thickness correction for low-T
measurements (Zeiss, N A = 0.75 and field-of-view 200 µm). Once collected
by the objective, the light could be filtered by the appropriate filter cube
matching emission and excitation wavelengths. Each filter cube was composed of an excitation filter (Exc), a dichroic mirror (Di) and an emission
filter (Em). An extra filter or a polarizer was added after the cube when
needed. The emission light (red beam in Fig. 3.5) could be then directed
either to the right exit port for decay measurements or to the left exit port of
the microscope in case of imaging or spectral acquisition, for example. In the
second case, before entering the spectrometer, a mechanical slit (width range
10 µm-14 mm) allowed to spatially select the collected light, as explained
in Sec.3.4. Once inside the spectrometer, the light was directed by mirrors
towards a movable triple turret where diffraction gratings were mounted. In
our case: a mirror (MirrGr, reflection only), low-resolution (Gr1, resol. 0.52
nm and range ∼200 nm) and high-resolution (Gr2, resol. 0.06 nm and range
∼20 nm) gratings. The light was then focused onto a CCD camera where
the image/spectrum was acquired and processed by software.

Average excitation power density
Before explaining what type of µPL measurements were performed in this
work, it is better to give some details regarding the average excitation power
density (Pexc ) used. First, the excitation spot usually had a 2D Gaussian
profile on the sample surface (xy plane) with standard deviations σx and σy ,
respectively along x and y directions. The excitation spot area (Aspot ) was
then defined as the elliptical area with semi-axes σx and σy containing ∼ 47%
of the total excitation power which reaches the surface. Fig. 3.6 shows the
BF and DF excitation spots on a sample of pSi. In BF configuration one
could achieve a spot area ∼30 times smaller than in DF. In addition, the
transmissivity (Texc ) of the excitation light from the laser to the sample was
80% (DF) and 60% (BF) at 405-nm wavelength. The average excitation
power density was then calculated as
Pexc =

0.47 × Plaser × Texc
.
Aspot

(3.1)
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For Plaser = 1 mW (λexc = 405 nm), the values of Pexc were ∼ 0.3 W cm−2
(DF) and ∼ 6.5 W cm−2 (BF). Thus, a transition from DF to BF could
increase Pexc approximately by a factor of 20. However, in contrast with
BF, DF configuration allowed (i) to excite a larger area (i.e. to probe
several QDs at the same time) and (ii) to avoid background light from the
objective.

Figure 3.6: Laser spots measured from the PL intensity of a pSi sample. The
parameters were found by fitting the data with 2D Gaussians. (a) DF and (b) BF
configurations.

Imaging
For reflected white-light (WL) and PL imaging, the triple turret grating of
Fig. 3.5 was rotated to select the mirror grating (i.e. a high-reflectivity
silver mirror). In this way images could be acquired with the EMCCD
camera (light intensity only). Examples of WL and PL intensity images of
the same area for Si/SiO2-QDs taken with the EMCCD are shown in Fig.
3.7(a,b). Sometimes, for qualitative imaging only, we used a color CCD
camera (Zeiss AxioCam MRc, 1.3 Mpixels) which was mounted on the front
port of the microscope. Though not cooled, the camera allowed to take
reasonably good color images, as shown in Fig. 3.7(c).
The quantum efficiency (>90% for our wavelengths of interest) and the
low read-out noise (<1 electron) of the EMCCD camera (cooled to -100◦ C)
allowed to measure the very weak PL emitted by single Si-QDs by integrating
the signal for a long acquisition time (∆tacq ∼ 1-100 s). Hence, each pixel
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Figure 3.7: (a) WL, (b) PL intensity and (c) PL colored images of the same area for
a sample containing Si/SiO2-QDs. (a) and (b) were taken with the EMCCD while
(c) was acquired with the color CCD. Thick Si is the whitish part in (a) which is
dark in (b) and (c). SiO2 is the greyish part in (a) which shows moderate yellowish
(false colour) PL in (b) and (c). Si-QDs are formed between the thick Si and the
SiO2 and show intense reddish PL in (b) and (c).

value of the acquired image represents the PL integrated intensity in [CCD
counts/px] units. Fig. 3.8 shows how IP L was calculated for single dots.
Usually, a single QD corresponded to a square area of ∼ 5 × 5 px in the
image when using 100x magnification (∼ 0.76 × 0.76 µm). If the intensities
of each pixel are summed, the total (signal+background) IP L can be found
in [CCD counts]. By subtracting the background intensity and by dividing
by ∆tacq one finally obtains IP L for the considered QD in [CCD counts/s].
For this simple calculations, ImageJ was used as image-processing software
[94]. In case the QDs probed have all the same photonic environment and
are under the same Pexc , IP L is a measure of their IQE (assuming also
similar absorption cross-section between the dots). Thus, imaging can be
a powerful tool for a quantitative analysis of the luminescence. Typical
IP L values in [CCD counts/s] from single Si-QDs of different samples are
reported in Tab. 3.1.
Sample

IP L @ 300 K

IP L @ 70 K

nanowalls (Si nanorods)

1800 ± 400

5500 ± 1100

SOI (Si nanodots)

1600 ± 500

2400 ± 500

Table 3.1: Statistical average values of IP L in [CCD counts/s] from single Si-QDs
of different samples at 300 and 70 K.
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Figure 3.8: Calculation of the PL intensity of a Si-QD from the PL image. Two
QDs, QD1 and QD2, each 5x5 px are indicated by the areas with a green border.
The areas with a red border refer to the corresponding background. By subtracting
the background from the total integrated intensity we can obtain IP L [CCD counts].
If we now divide this term by ∆tacq we finally get IP L [CCD counts/s].

Note on spatial resolution of single dots

Regarding the spatial resolution of single dots in µPL, Abbe’s diffraction
limit tells us that individual QDs (whose size  λem ) will correspond to light
spots of diameter d ∼ λem /(2 N A). If we consider λ∼1 µm and N A∼0.7,
then d∼720 nm. This is in reasonable agreement with the size of our QDs
in a PL image, as stated previously ∼ 0.76 × 0.76 µm. Therefore, the
diffraction limit sets the minimum distance between QDs such that they
can be distinguished in the image. In this work, very often we used samples
where QDs were separated 1 µm apart. Usually, when there was a chance
to image two or more close QDs, the PL spectrum and the PL decay were of
great help in order to distinguish each dot. This was particularly true at low
temperatures where emission lines become very narrow (< kB T ) and allow
to see several narrow emission peaks for a single diffraction-limited spot in
the PL image corresponding to more than one QD.
Blinking: image sequences
The EMCCD was also used to acquire PL image sequences (or “movies”)
which allowed to study the ON/OFF blinking of Si and CdSe QDs as well.
For this purpose, to enhance the transmissivity of the entire µPL setup,
the camera was attached to the left port of the microscope thus avoiding
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a ∼30% loss given by the combination spectrometer-EMCCD (Fig. 3.5).
Usually, in order to achieve good blinking statistics, ∼ 2 104 frames were
acquired for each movie. Pixel binning allowed to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio and to minimize the read-out time which was kept <20% of the frame
acquisition time. A reduced image size helped also to contain the big amount
of data (several GBytes) forming each movie. The movie was stabilized using
ImageJ before any data processing. Subsequently, a combined image (sum of
all the frames) was used to locate the QDs. In particular, the “Find maxima”
plugin was used for this purpose: by adjusting a threshold value, a map
containing the coordinates of all the QDs was generated. Then, a custom
ImageJ plugin allowed to process the image sequences and to extract IP L of
each dot over time using the same principle shown in Fig. 3.8 [42, 43, 95, 96].
Afterwards, the data was processed using a custom MATLAB plugin [97, 98].
An example of the results obtained with that plugin are shown in Fig. 3.9.
Briefly, for mono-exponential blinking statistics, the plugin processed the
intensity traces in the following steps
1. the IP L trace is plotted with an appropriate scale based on statistics,
Fig. 3.9(a);
2. a histogram of IP L is constructed with a user-selectable bin width
and range also, Fig. 3.9(b). The histogram is fitted by a sum of two
Gaussian functions and, if the fitting is successful, the mean and the
standard deviations for both ON and OFF IP L are stored. If the fitting
fails then the process stops at this point;
3. the ON-OFF and OFF-ON intensity thresholds are calculated. They
are used to extract the ON- (∆tON ) and OFF- (∆tOF F ) times at each
ON-OFF and OFF-ON blinking event, respectively;
4. the plugin shows if the mean ∆tON and ∆tOF F converge with the
number of blinking events, Fig. 3.9(c). This is important if we want
to use statistically average values as characteristic parameters;
5. the occurrences of ∆tON and ∆tOF F are plotted in semilog scale with
a user-selectable bin width and range. The data is fitted with a linear
function (exponential decay), Fig. 3.9(d). The as extracted ON- (τON )
and OFF- (τOF F ) time constants (slope of the fitting lines) are saved.
Similar steps were followed for the case of QDs featuring power-law blinking statistics by using an analog plugin [97, 99]. In this way, the blinking
traces of tens/hundreds of QDs were analyzed in a relatively short time.
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Figure 3.9: Example of results obtained from the MATLAB plugin for a blinking
Si-QD exhibiting mono-exponential blinking statistics. (a) PL intensity versus time
(blue trace). (b) PL intensity histogram which is fitted by two Gaussian functions:
the green (red) continuous line is a fit of the ON- (OFF-) state intensity. The red
(green) dashed line is the automatically-calculated OFF-ON (ON-OFF) threshold
which is shown also in (a). The blue dotted line is the crossing point. (c) Duty
cycle in ON state plotted versus number of blinking events (blue continuous line).
Semilog plot of the histogram of (d) ON- and (e) OFF- times extracted by the
plugin. The data is well-fitted by a straight line demonstrating mono-exponential
statistics for the times. Note that first points in histograms (d) and (e) are high
due to unresolved events.
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Spectroscopy
The PL spectrum of Si-QDs can provide valuable information. Usually, for
a single dot, it consists of a no-phonon (NP) peak associated to the intrinsic
radiative recombination of single excitons. It is important to understand
that such peak is present only in Si-QDs and not in bulk Si, thanks to the
electron-hole wavefunction overlap (i.e. breakdown of k-conservation rule)
by the QC effect [65]. The energy of this peak is the emission energy Eem
related to the optical bandgap Eg . It could be the optical bandgap but the
emission energy can be lowered due to phonons, defect-type recombination
[100] or because of a shell. Hence, assuming a spherical size of the dot,
it can give information regarding the dot size. Other peaks, often called
replicas or satellites, can be present as well and are usually associated to the
participation of acoustic or optical phonons (e.g. TA, TO). Although the
presence of these peaks can further confirm the intrinsic origin of PL, for an
application point-of-view it would be desirable to have all the PL intensity
for the NP-peak only (i.e. just one peak with size-tunable energy).
Given the importance of PL spectroscopy, how is the spectrum of single
Si-QDs measured? By using the setup depicted in Fig. 3.5, the steps to
acquire a spectrum were the following
1. a PL image at high magnification (100x or 63x) helps to locate individual objects (diffraction-limited spots) which can resemble single QDs,
see Fig. 3.10(a). If necessary, the sample is moved in xy using the step
motor to place the object/objects of interests at the horizontal center of the image. Hence, when several objects are measured together
those had to lie at different vertical positions in the image but at close
horizontal positions;
2. the mechanical slit is closed so that the resulting PL image is a centered
vertical selection of the image taken with the slit open, as shown in
Fig. 3.10(b). The width of the slit is adjusted depending on several
factors (intensity of background PL, number of objects probed, spectral
resolution required, etc.). In this way, only the light belonging to the
considered objects will contribute to the spectrum;
3. the turret is moved to select one of the two diffraction gratings (usually
the low-resolution Gr1 first) and the desired center wavelength;
4. the spectrum is acquired: the horizontal axis corresponds to the wavelength whereas the vertical one is the vertical position of the object.
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By comparing the PL image taken with the slit and the spectrum we
can assign each object with the related emission spectrum, as shown
in Fig. 3.10(c);
5. the measured PL spectrum for a QD is obtained by subtracting the
background spectrum from the total spectrum, similarly to what is
done for IP L in imaging mode (Fig. 3.8). Finally, the PL spectrum is
corrected with the system response (more details in the next note).

Figure 3.10: Acquisition of PL spectra for single Si-QDs in a SOI sample. (a) PL
image in mirror grating with slit open: several luminescent objects can be seen. (b)
PL image in mirror grating with the slit closed: few objects are selected by the slit.
(c) PL spectrum centered at 700 nm with diffraction grating Gr1 and slit closed:
horizontal axis as wavelength and vertical axis as vertical position.

Note on the system response

The system response curve of the µPL system for a typical configuration
used in single-dot measurements is plotted in Fig. 3.11. It was measured
using a calibrated black-body radiation source (Avantes Avalight-Hal-Cal).
The response is quite flat in the range 600-800 nm, which is the typical
emission range of Si-QDs. Usually, only broad RT spectra were corrected
for the system response, whereas the narrow low-T spectra did not require
any correction.
Decay measurements
In addition to PL spectroscopy, PL decay measurements of single QDs allow to further elucidate the mechanisms responsible for the transition from
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Figure 3.11: Normalized system response curve. The configuration of the µPL
setup was: 100x lens, grating Gr1, Di 405 nm, Em 442 nm and EMCCD. The red
line indicates measured data whereas the black dashed line is a calculation from
Andor’s specifications (Gr1 and EMCCD only).

the excited state (one or more excitons in the QD) to the ground unexcited
state. In order to measure a PL decay, the excitation source (405 nm laser
in our case) is digitally modulated using a square-wave generator. The total
(T ) and ON-state (TON ) periods of this wave as well as Pexc are crucial parameters in this kind of measurements [101]. Indeed, they allow to prepare
the QD in a specific initial state (e.g. state X, one exciton in the QD) and
also to correctly measure the time constants involved in the decay process
from that state. Since the modulation laser rise/fall time was ∼1 ns, accurate acquisitions of ∼µs decay times could be performed. For this purpose,
a single-photon APD (IDQ ID100-20) was attached to the right exit port of
the microscope, as shown in Fig. 3.5. The APD had a declared QE of 18%
at 700 nm, a resolution of 40 ps and an active area of 20 µm corresponding
to 4×4 pixels in the image acquired by the EMCCD. By literally mapping
the position of the APD onto the EMCCD image the photon arrival times
were collected after each laser pulse for a single Si-QD, thus reconstructing
its decay curve. Figure 3.12 shows a mono-exponential decay for a single
Si/SiO2-QD measured at Pexc = 24 W cm−2 . Before analyzing the data, T
and TON were optimized to achieve a good SNR. Although there was no
device limit on the APD collection time, sub-µm sample drifts due to mechanical vibrations or thermal instabilities set the maximum collection time
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as ∼2-3 min. Typical count rates for Si/SiO2-QDs were 20-30 APD counts/s
(<5 dark counts/s) after background subtraction in normal excitation conditions.

Figure 3.12: Room-temperature PL decay of a Si/SiO2-QD in semilog scale. The
data (black circles) could be fitted by a mono-exponential function (red dashed
line) with time constant τP L . Acquisition parameters were T = 50 µs, TON = 10
µs, Pexc = 24 W cm−2 and λexc = 405 nm.

Absorption spectrum: photoluminescence excitation
The absorption spectrum of a single QD gives information about the density
and strength of its excitonic state transitions. Although it cannot be probed
using transmission techniques given the weak absorption from a single nanocrystal (σabs ≈10−15 -10−14 cm2 for Si-QDs), one can use PL to indirectly
measure absorption. This technique is called photoluminescence excitation
(PLE) spectroscopy [102]. In steady state conditions, when the excitation
is low, one has
IP L (λexc ) ∝ σabs (λexc ) Φexc (λexc ) IQE ,

(3.2)

where the internal quantum efficiency(IQE) is λexc -independent (KashaVavilov rule) for Si-QDs [84]. Hence, the absorption is given by
σabs (λexc ) ∝

IP L (λexc )
Φexc (λexc )

(3.3)

and one can obtain the absorption spectrum by measuring IP L and Φexc at
each λexc . An example of PLE images are shown in Fig. 3.13(a-c). As one
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can notice, the excitation spot size was ∼30 µm in diameter providing a
uniform excitation power of ∼0.1 mW per λexc (as measured by an optical
power meter at the sample position).

Figure 3.13: (a-c) PLE images for a sample of Si/SiO2-QDs and (d) its emission
(blue line, left axis) and absorption (red dots, right axis) spectra. Excitation wavelength was: (a) 363, (b) 400 and (c) 550 nm. The dot measured is circled in yellow.

Given the long acquisition times, a very stable source was required to
measure the PLE spectrum of single Si-QDs. For this purpose, a broadband (170-2100 nm) laser-driven Xe light source (Energetiq EQ-99X) was
used. The small size (100-200 µm) of the electrodeless plasma allowed to
achieve high temporal stability in output excitation power (<0.1% over several hours) as required when measuring single Si-QDs. To select λexc , a
monochromator (Princeton Instruments) was employed with LPF to suppress second-order harmonics. An optical fiber with a focusing lens allowed
to input the excitation light into the microscope in BF configuration. The
range of λexc probed was 350-620 nm (2.0-3.5 eV): it was limited by the
transmissivity of the objective lens for λexc < 350 nm and by the very
weak absorption (i.e. very weak signal) of Si-QDs for λexc > 620 nm. The
excitation spectral linewidth set by the monochromator out-coupling fiber
diameter (500 µm) was ∼ 6 nm (20-60 meV, respectively at 2.0-3.5 eV). For
each spectrum, ∼ 40 data points IP L (λexc ) were acquired. The procedure to
calculate IP L for each dot was the same employed in PL imaging, explained
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in Sec. 3.4. An example of a measured absorption spectrum for a Si-QD is
shown in Fig. 3.13(d) (red dots, right axis).

3.5

X-ray irradiation of the samples

Samples containing either Si or CdSe QDs were also irradiated with X-rays
to test their hardness against this type of ionizing radiation and to study
their PL blinking behavior. In order to do that, a tungsten-target X-ray
source (Hamamatsu L9181-04) working in continuous mode was used at the
maximum power (130 kV, 300 µA). The emission spectrum of the source extended up to 130 keV and it was characterized by a main peak at 8 keV with
∼5 keV fwhm. The declared radiation dosage of the source was 91 R/min
measured at 0.30 m from the focal spot. The samples under exposure were
placed ∼ 5 cm far from the focal spot hence the calculated absorbed dose
rate was ∼ 1.64 Gy/s for SiO2. In a typical irradiation experiment, the PL
of single QDs were first probed before irradiation. Quantities like number
of luminescent dots, IP L , τP L and blinking parameters were studied. Afterwards, the experiment proceeded by irradiating the sample and subsequently
measuring its PL. This sequence was repeated several times until the PL was
totally quenched (e.g. CdSe-QDs case) or the maximum experimental time
was reached without evidence of PL quenching (e.g. Si-QDs case). The
samples were always stored in air and at room temperature during this kind
of experiments.
Regarding the X-ray energies employed in the irradiation tests (∼10 keV,
maximum 130 keV), one could ask why such energies were chosen. Among
the different type of interactions between X-rays and matter (photoelectric
effect, Rayleigh scattering, Compton scattering, etc.) only the photoelectric
absorption can be present for those X-ray energies. Thus, the material under
test will be only ionized. If free electron-hole pairs escape the recombination
process and trap states (e.g. in the SiO2 shell of Si-QDs) are present, they
could be trapped. Therefore, this range of energies seem to be suitable for
studying blinking or other non-radiative recombination processes where the
presence of those traps seem to be crucial.

3.6

Electromagnetic simulations

In order to understand the effect of shape of Si/SiO2-QDs on their light
absorption, electromagnetic (EM) simulations were run for different shapes
and electric field configurations of the incoming excitation. The 3D Maxwell
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equations were numerically solved by COMSOL for the propagating excitation wave of wavelength λexc ,
(∇2 + k 2 ) E = 0 ,

(3.4)

where E is the electric field and k the wavevector. The latter can be ex√
pressed as k = kexc r with kexc = 2 π/λexc and r as the wavelengthdependent relative permittivity, r = (n − i k)2 . For Si, we used the λexc dependent bulk values of n and k from Ref. [103]. By considering a constant
incoming energy flux density for all the configurations (several geometrical
shapes and λexc ), the absorption was given by the total dissipated EM power
in the particle. Figure 3.14 shows the results of two EM simulations for SiQDs in different configurations.

Figure 3.14: Results of EM simulations. (a) Absorbed power for Si sphere and
ellipsoids of equal volume oriented parallel and perpendicular to the incident electric field Eexc in BF configuration. Eexc is polarized along x- and travels along
z-direction (λexc =405 nm in air). (b) Simulated field distribution for the experimental geometry for Si nanorods embedded in SiO2 nanowalls under DF excitation
(the field is impinging at 45◦ azimuthal angle and at 20◦ elevation angle). This
configuration is equivalent to ∼70◦ angle between the electric field and the nanorod
long axis for the BF excitation regime in terms of absorbed power. Adapted with
permission from Ref. [104]. Copyright (2016)American Chemical Society.

Chapter 4

Results
4.1

Emission (low-excitation) properties

Narrow emission linewidths
When studying the PL linewidth of Si-QDs (the narrower the better from
an application point-of-view), it was found that their passivation strongly
influences γhomo [93]. Figure 4.1(a) shows typical room-temperature (RT)
PL spectra for Si-QDs embedded in different matrices. RT measurements
on single Si-NCs showed that organic-capping with alkyl ligands leads to a
very broad FWHM, ∼ 200 meV. On the other hand, it become narrower
∼ 75 meV for oxide-passivated dots and even ∼ 25 meV if the passivation
layer is very thin (“passivated-only” NCs). By lowering the temperature
(T ) down to 10 K, such behavior was understood better. The temperature
dependence of the measured linewidth is depicted in Fig. 4.1(b) for different
types of passivation (colored spheres).
In order to theoretically explain the results, the number of available
acoustic phonons (i.e. Bose-Einstein statistics) of a certain energy  was
considered. Specifically, optical phonon modes were discarded since usually
their associated replicas (e.g. TO- and LO-) can be clearly distinguished
from the main NP-line especially at low temperatures. Instead, low-energy
acoustic modes (namely the lowest spheroidal modes) which can fluctuate
the exciton energy level (i.e. broadening γhomo ) were taken into account.
The values of  considered were 0.7, 2.5 and 10 meV respectively for NCs
with ligands, oxide-passivated and passivated-only dots [105]. The theoretical fits are shown in Fig. 4.1(b) as continuous lines.
Single-dot studies allowed to measure the narrowest homogeneous linewidth (∼250 µeV at 10 K) ever reported for a Si nanostructure. Although
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Figure 4.1: (a) PL spectra of a Si-QD passivated by alkyl ligands (green line) and
by a thin oxide shell (red line). Data was taken at 300 K using 405 nm excitation.
(b) Average PL linewidth as a function of temperature in semilog scale for NCs
with different coverage. Lines are fits based on phonon energy-distribution. Error
bars represent statistical dispersion of the data. Dashed line indicates the limit set
by our system resolution. Adapted with permission from [93]. Copyright (2014)
American Chemical Society.

this record value is very far from the fundamental limit (∼peV for Si-QDs as
exaplained in Sec. 2.5), the measurement was limited either by the resolution
of our µPL system (∼200 µeV, as indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 4.1(b))
or by spectral diffusion [31], observed for several QDs on the measurements’
acquisition time-scale (∼s). Hence, it represents only an upper limit which
could be further improved in the future. The low-temperature results were
then compared with the ones obtained for other material-systems via µPL,
see Table 4.1.
CdSe [106]

InAs [107]

InP [108]

GaAs [109]

GaN [110]

Si [93]

< 120

< 30

< 40

< 30

< 90

< 200

Table 4.1: Narrowest γhomo in µeV measured at low temperatures for different
QD materials. Adapted with permission from [93]. Copyright (2014) American
Chemical Society.
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Following the linewidth work, the fabrication of Si/SiO2-QDs was improved. Specifically, it is now possible to fabricate larger areas (∼ 10 mm2 ,
see Fig. 4.2 (left)) of isolated NCs with narrow emission lines and a broader
emission range (∼650-950 nm) compared to previous samples, as shown in
Fig. 4.2 (right).

Figure 4.2: Current progress in the fabrication of isolated Si/SiO2-QDs. (left)
Color PL image and zoomed-in intensity PL image of an area showing luminescent
Si-QDs. (right) Low-temperature PL spectra of seven different QDs emitting at
different wavelengths, from 650 to 950 nm. Excitation was 405 nm.

Exciton fine structure: no evidence of triplet state
Previous ensemble studies of Si/SiO2-QDs suggested a transition from the
singlet to the triplet exciton state while lowering the temperature [73, 74,
111, 112]. The predicted triplet-state recombination time constant was
τT ∼1-10 ms, as shown in the yellow area of Fig. 4.3 for temperatures
< 70 K where triplet state emission should start to be detectable. Our PL
decay measurements of single Si-QDs did not indicate any direct evidence
of transition to a triplet state [113], which should be clearly visible from a
high-resolution PL spectrum given the estimated singlet-triplet energy splitting of ∆EST ∼ 10 meV at Eem =1.7 eV [112]. In addition, the decay at
2 K (i.e. when the triplet state should be much populated) is not in the
ms time-scale and it is usually biexponential, as shown in Fig. 4.3. Conse-
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quently, if a triplet state exists, it could have (i) a different radiative lifetime
and/or (ii) a different energy splitting from the singlet state. Alternatively,
the fine structure could be much more complicated than a simple singlettriplet model would predict [114] and more single-dot studies will be needed
to investigate this.

Figure 4.3: Extracted PL decay rates for single Si/SiO2-QDs versus T in semilog
scale. The decays could be fitted by either a mono-exponential (green squares) or
a bi-exponential (blue circles for fast rates Γ1 , red stars for slow rates Γ2 ). The
expected range of rates for triplet state emission from [73, 74, 111, 112] is the orange
area. Adapted with permission from [113]. Copyright (2018) American Chemical
Society.

4.2

Emission (high-excitation) and absorption properties

High excitations: nonradiative Auger recombination
The narrow FWHM measured at low T and low Pexc were ascribed to radiative recombination from single excitons (X). It was then interesting to
test if at higher Pexc one could also fill higher exciton levels and detect their
emission, as it was reported for other QDs, e.g. InGaAs and CdSe [36, 37].
Given that for the considered Si-QDs measured absorption cross-sections are
σabs ∼ 10−15 cm2 and lifetimes τP L ∼ 10 µs, a moderate excitation power
of ∼ 10 W cm−2 would create two excitons (or a biexciton, XX) in the QD.
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By increasing Pexc from 10−1 to 104 W cm−2 , measurements on several NCs
did not reveal any new emission line rather than the one assigned to X, as
shown in Fig. 4.4 (left). Instead, the PL intensity saturates at high Pexc
suggesting a negligible contribution of XX to the total signal, see Fig. 4.4
(right). The data, which could be correctly and equivalently described by
either rate equations or Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, indicate that XX
recombination is dominated by an Auger nonradiative mechanism [115].

Figure 4.4: (left) PL spectra of a passivated-only Si-QD measured at different
excitation powers at 35 K. (right) PL integrated intensity of the same dot plotted
versus the excitation power density in log scale. Circles are measured data, dotted
and dashed lines are fits based on rate equations and MC simulations, respectively.
Adapted with permission from [115]. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society.

The biexciton Auger recombination time constants (τA ) reported in the
literature for silicon QDs are spread in a wide range: from 10 ps to 100
ns [116–122]. This four orders of magnitude difference can be the result
of a strong intrinsic variation of τA with the energy of the hot electron
(i.e. with Eexc ) [123], and due to a size/shape variation from dot-to-dot as
well. Indeed, the existence of NCs of “magic sizes”, where the Auger rate
(ΓA ) can be strongly suppressed, was theoretically predicted for Si [124] and
other types of QDs as well [39, 40]. Thus, RT power-dependent time-resolved
measurements of Si/SiO2 QDs embedded in nanowalls were performed to
investigate this further. Figure 4.5(a) shows the PL decay from a single
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Si/SiO2-QD: by increasing the excitation power from 20 to 60 W cm−2 a
fast component appeared. Given the power dependence of this ∼ ns time
constant, it was assigned to the Auger nonradiative biexciton lifetime (τA ).
Indeed, a similar behavior was observed in CdSe-QDs for example [35]. As
it was predicted by the theory for Si-QDs [124], τA varies from dot to dot.
Fig. 4.5(b) shows the distribution of the measured τA which can be well
fitted by a log-normal function. We can now understand why the biexciton
line is missing in the low T, high resolution spectra of Fig. 4.4: the ratio of
the XX to the X lifetimes is ∼ 10−7 − 10−4 . Thus, the signal to noise ratio
would have to be ∼ 103 to observe the XX line in the PL spectrum, a noise
level hard to reach given the low emission rate for Si-QDs.

Figure 4.5: (a) PL decay of a Si-QD embedded in a nanowall excited at 20 (orange
dots) and 60 (green dots) W cm−2 . The dashed lines are mono- (orange) and bi(green) exponential fittings. The inset is a magnified plot which shows the fast
transient attributed to Auger recombination. (b) Statistics of extracted singledot τA (grey rectangles) can be fitted by a log-normal function. Adapted with
permission from [115]. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society.

Light-absorption: optical transitions and enhancement
Measuring the absorption in single Si-QDs is not only important for several
applications, but can also give information regarding the exciton level structure allowing a comparison with theory. In the past, absorption was only
probed for ensembles of Si-QDs [125, 126] due to the weak emission characterizing the “quasi-direct” nature of their optical transition [64]. Thanks
to a better excitation source (more details can be found in Sec. 3.4), the
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absorption of single Si-QDs was measured for the first time using the PLE
technique [127]. An example of a PLE image and the emission and absorption spectra for a single Si/SiO2-QD are shown in Fig. 4.6. Several steps
can be revealed in the absorption curve of the NCs probed which could be
fitted by four Gaussian peaks. These peaks were then assigned to optical
transitions found by atomistic pseudopotential calculations. For example,
the peak at ∼ 2.3 eV corresponded to Sh → De and Ph → Pe family of transitions. It is important to note that, for practical reasons, the theoretical
calculations were not based on size/shape of the QD but on their emission
peak position. Hence, the predicted diameter of the QDs was ∼3 nm.

Figure 4.6: (left) PL intensity (left axis, black line) and absorption (right axis, red
points) of a single Si/SiO2-QD measured at 70 K. The absorption curve can be
fitted by four Gaussian peaks (dashed color lines) whose positions are confirmed
by theory as well [127]. Red line indicates the cumulative fit. (right) Image of the
∼ 30 µm PLE spot on a sample where isolated Si-QDs can be found, as the one
encircled in red.

The results show that single Si-QDs feature a high Stokes’ shift ∼300 meV
which is well-suited for their use as phosphores in light down-conversion applications [16, 128]. Although at high energies there is a strong intermixing
of bulk X and Γ states (max ∼30%), for the transitions close to the PL
line the intermixing is very small and indeed the lifetime is long. In addition, both experiments and pseudopotential atomistic calculations confirm
that the direct-like transitions do not move to lower energies but instead
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go to higher energies, as the quasi-direct transitions, while the size of the
dot decreases. The result questions previous literature based on ensemble
measurements which claimed a red-spectral shift of the direct bandgap in
Si-QDs [129, 130].
Concerning the applications of Si-QDs, it is important to understand how
the absorption of a Si-QD can be improved. If Si-QDs are excited optically,
their absorption can be enhanced by (i) polarizability effects and (ii) exciton
energy-level structure effects. In case (i), the shape of the nanocrystal and its
orientation with respect to the incoming field can locally enhance or reduce
the field. This was already observed for elongated Si-QDs which showed
PL polarizability effects [131–134]. In case (ii), the increase in absorption
stems from the modification of energy-level transitions by particle shape in
terms of selection rules (e.g. some transitions become more allowed) and
degeneracy (e.g. higher degeneracy) [135]. Both of these effects were found
to play a significant role when probing the absorption of single sphericallike (nanodots) and rod-like (nanorods) Si-QDs [104]. Indeed, nanorods
exhibited up to ∼50x higher absorption than nanodots emitting at the same
energy (i.e. of similar size). In order to decouple the two mechanisms, (i)
and (ii), simulations of the electric field distribution indicated an optimal
angle of DF excitation (α ≈ 70◦ ) at which the local-field enhancement is
cancelled. With this configuration the absolute absorption was measured
for the two QD-shapes which resulted in a ∼4-14x higher absorption for
nanorods compared to nanodots, as shown in Fig. 4.7(a,b). Calculated
absorption curves by the empirical pseudopotential method agreed well with
the data [104]. The enhancement was then explained in terms of relaxation
of optical transition rules and breaking of degeneracy for more asymmetric
particles (i.e. nanorods) compared to symmetric ones (i.e. nanodots).

4.3

Dot surroundings: blinking and radiation hardness

“Grey” quantum dots: rapid blinking model
Quantum dots can be divided into three main groups based on their IQE:
“bright” (IQE = 100%), “dark” (IQE = 0) and “grey” (IQE < 100%).
Figure 4.8 (a-b) shows the exciton recombination schemes for bright and
dark QDs: the recombination is purely radiative for bright particles whereas
in dark ones an impurity or defect totally quenches the PL. What about grey
QDs? In the literature, they are often described using a complex model
based on trapping of an excited electron (hole) at the interface followed by
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Figure 4.7: (a) Absorption coefficient for a Si nanorod (blue circles), nanodot (red
circles) and bulk Si (black line). (b) Absorption enhancement nanorod-to-nanodot
(black) and nanorod-to-bulk (blue). Adapted with permission from [104]. Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society.

an unknown slow nonradiative process with the remaining carrier in the
core [136], as shown in the left part of Fig. 4.8 (c). No other well-known
nonradiative processes such as Auger or defect-related ones are implicated
in this model, thus one could ask if a better explanation can be found. A
positive answer is given by the rapid trapping (blinking) model, shown in
the right part of Fig. 4.8, where the true nonradiative process is the wellknown Auger recombination which can be promoted by fast electron/hole
trapping in the shell [113].
For Si/SiO2-QDs, it is well-known that static electron/hole traps are
present in the oxide [137–140] and that Auger recombination is very fast ∼nsps compared to the ∼µs radiative process [115]. Hence, the electron band
diagram depicted in Fig. 4.9(a) was proposed: N trap states are present in
the SiO2 shell and some of them can be resonant in energy with the electron
(hole) depending on the energy-level thermal broadening (i.e. PL linewidth).
Figure 4.9(b) shows the corresponding state-transition diagram. By solving
Kolmogorov equations [113] in low-excitation conditions one can find that
the PL decay is a sum of (N + 1) decaying exponentials resulting from
the trapping/detrapping mechanism. Given that for Si-QDs a transition
of the PL decay from mono- to bi- exponential form was observed while
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Figure 4.8: Quantum dot exciton-recombination schemes . (a) Bright QDs: recombination is only radiative, rate Γr . (b) Dark QDs: ultrafast nonradiative recombination through a midgap state at the core or at the nanocrystal interface, rate
Γnr . (c) Grey NCs: (left) complex scenario where an electron (hole) is trapped
at interface states and then recombines nonradiatively with the core hole (electron) via unknown process; (right) rapid trapping (blinking) model based on trapping/detrapping of an electron (hole) in the shell and ultrafast nonradiative Auger
recombination occurring upon next exciton generation. Adapted with permission
from [113]. Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society.

lowering the temperature, as already shown in Fig.4.3, a single static trap
must be resonant in the oxide shell. This is because at lower T the PL
linewidth decreases and thus fewer trap states are accessible by resonant
charge transfer. Hence, it was possible to extract the trapping (ΓON −OF F )
and detrapping (ΓOF F −ON ) rates and the fraction of time in the ON-state
(δON ),
ΓON −OF F = (Γ1 − Γr )(Γr − Γ2 )/Γr ,

(4.1a)

ΓOF F −ON = Γ1 Γ2 /Γr ,
Γ1 Γ2
δON =
,
Γr (Γ1 + Γ2 − Γr )

(4.1b)
(4.1c)

where Γ1 (Γ2 ) is the fast (slow) rate obtained from the biexponential fitting
of PL decays, see Fig.4.3.
In order to extract the rapid-blinking parameters of Eq. 4.1, Γr was
assumed to increase only by ∼ 3-5 times from 300 to 2 K [142–144]. Figure
4.10(a) shows ΓON −OF F and δON as a function of T . At 220 and 300 K
δON (efficiency) was taken respectively as 30% and 10% [72]. ΓON −OF F
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Figure 4.9: (a) Electron energy diagram for a Si/SiO2-QD. The electron wavefunction is represented by the light-blue bell and the energy thermal broadening is
indicated by dashed lines. N trap states are present in SiO2. Values of CB and
VB offsets were taken from Ref. [141]. (b) Corresponding state-transition diagram.
States: h0i unexcited, hON i ON state, hOF Fi i ith trap/OFF state, hXXi biexciton, and hX + i positively charged exciton. Transitions: rates as in text and List
of Symbols. Reprinted with permission from [113]. Copyright (2018) American
Chemical Society.

decreases and δON increases while lowering T due to less resonant traps
available. For other types of QDs like CdSe, this model could be used if
we consider ∼ns trapping times and a different behavior with temperature
[52]. However, QDs characterized by power-law blinking statistics do not
allow the extraction of characteristic rates from the PL decay curves [113].
Hence, Si-QDs represent a good case where the trapping process can be
analyzed in its purity. Regarding the implications in CW excitation, rate
equations describing the model of Fig. 4.9(b) were solved assuming strong
Auger recombination ΓA  σ Φexc ,
σ Φexc
,
1 + (σ Φexc )/(Γr δON )
Γr δON
IQE =
.
Γr δON + σ Φexc
IP L =

(4.2a)
(4.2b)

Consequently, a different power-dependence of the PL intensity was expected
for Si-QDs with (δON < 100%) and without traps (δON = 100%). Fig.
4.10(b) shows the results obtained when comparing ensembles of Si-QDs
with different passivation at RT: oxide (δON ∼ 10%) and dodecene ligands
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(δON = 100%). The Si nanocrystals with dodecene ligands were measured
in liquid exhibiting very long PL lifetime and near to 100% IQE [85]. As
predicted by our model, the intensity of oxide-passivated NCs saturates at
lower excitation powers since the Auger mechanism is promoted by the rapid
blinking process. Finally, ordinary blinking (detectable from a PL intensity
time-trace) can also be explained by the same model considering different
core-trap separations (i.e. different trapping and de-trapping rates).

Figure 4.10: (a) Extracted ΓON −OF F (left axis) and δON (right axis) versus temperature. (b) PL integrated intensity as a function of CW excitation photon flux in
log scale for Si-QDs solid ensembles: dodecene- (red) and oxide- (green) passivated.
Measured data (circles) and theoretical fit (dashed lines) using Eq. 4.2. Adapted
with permission from [113]. Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society.

X-ray hardness and effect on blinking
Besides the applications on Earth, QDs could be used in space as well, for
example as broadband filters in miniaturized spectrometers [145]. Given
that X-rays can be emitted from the solar corona [146], it is then crucial to
test the hardness of QDs also against this type of ionizing radiation. Indeed,
X-ray exposure can introduce traps in the core and/or in the surrounding
material of the QDs, e.g in SiO2 [147]. Hence,one could ask if it can eventually alter their blinking. In fact, although blinking lowers the PL efficiency,
it might be used as an additional adjustable parameter in multiplex labeling
applications [128], e.g. in bio-imaging. In the literature, there are very few
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studies on the effect of radiation on the PL of QDs [148–152]. None of them
is at the single-dot level, neither it compares different material systems under the same irradiation conditions. For these reasons, the PL of Si-QDs
was studied after X-ray exposure (X-ray source spectrum peaked at 10 keV
and extending up to 130 keV) and then compared with that measured for
CdSe-QDs (the “standard model” for QDs) [96, 97]. Figure 4.11 shows the
main PL parameters (Eem , FWHM and τP L ) for a single Si-QD after different X-ray absorbed doses. Indeed, on this and on other measured dots the
parameters did not change significantly at least up to 20 kGy of absorbed
dose in SiO2.

Figure 4.11: (left) Pre-irradiation PL spectrum and decay curve (inset) of a single oxide-passivated Si-QD. Black squares and stars refer to measured data and
dashed lines are the fittings (Gaussian for spectrum and mono-exponential for decay). (right) Emission energy, FWHM and lifetime versus the calculated absorbed
dose in SiO2. Error bars indicate uncertainties in the data. Adapted with permission from [96]. Copyright (2015) John Wiley and Sons.

What about the PL intensity (i.e. the efficiency) and the blinking behavior of QDs after X-ray exposure? What is the limit of maximum exposure
QDs can withstand without degradation of their optical properties? In order
to answer these questions, Si/SiO2-QDs were compared with CdSe/CdZnSQDs under same irradiation conditions in terms of PL intensity, number
of emitting QDs and blinking characteristics. The maximum cumulative
absorbed dose was ∼270 kGy in SiO2, limited only by the practical experimental time. Figure 4.12 shows the number of bright QDs and the average
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PL integrated intensity of the dots as a function of X-ray absorbed dose for
Si and CdSe QDs. Si-QDs show a decrease of only ∼25% after 272 kGy
of cumulative dose whereas CdSe-QDs reach that quenching already at 3-5
kGy. Consequently, in terms of PL efficiency, Si-QDs seem to be much more
resistant to ∼10 keV X-rays when compared with CdSe-QDs.

Figure 4.12: (left) Number of bright QDs and (right) average PL integrated intensity as a function of absorbed dose in SiO2 in semilog scale. Initial pre-irradiation
values were taken as 100%. Orange stars and red rhombuses indicate the CdSe-QDs
control and irradiated samples, respectively. Blue circles refer to Si-QDs. Error bars
show dispersion of the average values. Adapted from [97].

After X-ray irradiation, both Si and CdSe QDs presented the same type of
blinking statistics characterizing non-irradiated QDs: mono-exponential for
Si and power-law for CdSe. However, the characteristic blinking parameters
for the two distributions had different behaviors. τON and τOF F remained
constant on average between different dots, as shown in Figure 4.13. On
the other hand, mON increases and mOF F decreases for CdSe-QDs as a
function of absorbed dose [97]. Consequently, CdSe-QDs will totally quench
under X-ray exposure at ∼17 times lower exposure than Si-QDs . Given
that our X-rays cannot damage both materials lattices, the PL quenching
and increased blinking in CdSe-QDs could be ascribed to a creation of traps
in the core-shell system by material ionization. Following our rapid blinking
model [113], the same phenomenon could happen for Si/SiO2-QDs where
the as-created traps could be mostly non-resonant with the electron/hole
energy, or too distant from the QD/oxide shell interface.
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Figure 4.13: (left) ON-time and (right) OFF-time constant of single blinking SiQDs as a function of absorbed dose in SiO2 (bottom axis) and X-ray fluence (top
axis). The red dashed line is the average between QDs. Adapted from [97].

Chapter 5

Conclusion
In this thesis optical properties of silicon quantum dots were studied at the
single-dot level. The aim was to facilitate their optimization and engineering
and also to advance fundamental physics of indirect bandgap quantum dots.
The probed Si-QDs featured different passivations: mostly silicon oxide but
also organic ligands or a very thin organo-silicon layer. The results obtained
by micro-photoluminescence techniques can be grouped depending on the
type of property probed: emission, high-excitation and absorption and the
properties related to the dot surroundings. Thus, here the concluding results
follow

Emission (low-excitation) properties:
• the homogeneous PL linewidth depends strongly on the type of embedding matrix. At room temperature it is broad ∼200 meV for ligands but
narrow ∼75 meV for Si-QDs with a very thin passivation. The values
decrease with temperature, following population of acoustic phonons;
• resolution-limited linewidths of ∼250 µeV can be measured at 10 K
for oxide-passivated Si-QDs (current record for a Si nanostructure).
Moreover, QDs with a thin passivation layer exhibit such linewidths
already at 35 K;
• while decreasing the temperature from 300 to 2 K, no clear indication
of transition from singlet to triplet state (neither from spectrum nor
from decay curve) is reported at the single-dot level. This is in contrast
with some previous ensemble studies.
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Emission (high-excitation) and absorption properties:
• the PL intensity of narrow-linewidth Si-QDs saturates at high excitation fluxes ∼ 1021 photons cm−2 s−1 and there is no spectral evidence
of biexciton emission at 10 K (subject to the achieved experimental
signal-to-noise ratio);
• PL decay measurements reveal a fast ∼30-300 ns decay constant appearing only at high excitation fluxes. We can assign it to weak radiative recombination of biexcitons. The extracted biexciton Auger time
constants vary from dot to dot, as suggested by theory also;
• absorption is measured for the first time on single Si-QDs using the
photoluminescence excitation technique in the energy range 2.0-3.5 eV.
Step-like curves are found for almost spherical QDs whereas they are
more smeared for elongated nanorods. The position of the peaks in
the absorption curve can be assigned to a family of optical transitions
found by atomistic pseudopotential calculations.
• the low-energy optical transitions of Si-QDs retain their indirect character. A large Stokes shift ∼300 meV between emission and absorption
onset is reported for single Si-QDs;
• rod-like QDs exhibit a ∼50x higher absorption due to both local field
effects and degeneracy lifting of the optical transitions compared to
spherical-like QDs;
• single-dot absorption studies find no evidence for a direct-bandgap redshift for smaller Si-QDs, contradicting some previous works on ensembles.

Properties related to the dot sourroundings:
• two decay rates ∼kHz are measured at low temperatures for oxidepassivated Si-QDs suggesting a fast initial decay followed by delayed
luminescence (a phenomenon reported for other types of QDs as well)
as a possible origin;
• based on previous microelectronics studies on oxide traps, a rapid trapping (blinking) model is proposed which can explain such decay curves.
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Characteristic trapping/de-trapping constants can be extracted for SiQDs following their mono-exponential blinking statistics (for other QDs
ruled by power-laws this becomes more complex);
• rapid blinking reduces the PL efficiency and leads to saturation of
the PL intensity at lower powers for trap-containing QDs (e.g. oxidepassivated Si-QDs) compared to trap-free ones (e.g. ligand-passivated
Si-QDs). Indeed, fast carrier trapping facilitate strong Auger nonradiative recombination;
• X-ray irradiation tests of Si and CdSe QDs reveal the strong radiation
hardness of the PL from Si-QDs (up to ∼300 kGy), whereas CdSe-QDs
are totally quenched by a dose at least ∼20x lower;
• blinking statistics do not change for both material systems after irradiation. For Si-QDs even the blinking ON- and OFF- time constants do
not vary on average. On the other hand, in CdSe-QDs mON increases
and mOF F decreases with the X-ray absorbed dose, in correlation with
their intensity quenching.
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